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Health and fitness is one of the fastest growing industry sectors in the world and as affluence increases, so do people’s ambitions to lead healthier and more energetic lives that are based on exercise and wellbeing.

The growing financial value of our market is constantly sucking in new competition, and with startups getting funding to tackle every possible aspect of the sector — from apps to AI and boutique studios to DNA testing — competition for the health-conscious consumer has never been more fierce or diverse.

Although many consumers assemble a healthy lifestyle with multiple memberships and supports — one or more gym memberships, the use of apps and additional specialist classes, for example — major new market types are emerging, and some of them, such as the home gym market, are going head to head with health clubs for consumer spend.

So how can we fight for market share and continue to carve out a place for the health club at the centre of consumers’ fitness universe?

I believe it’s time we switched our thinking from a focus on facilities to a focus on expertise and the provision of specialist equipment. If we’re to continue to thrive, we have to be offering customers a range of things they need (and desire) that they can’t get anywhere else.

We do have some aces up our sleeve, such as the social contact that members get at the gym, but for every member who enjoys this aspect of their club, there’ll be others who prefer to exercise in the comfort and convenience of their own home, so although the social scene can be a powerful motivator for loyalty, it isn’t a universal solution that presses everyone’s button. We need to do more.

Some industry trends could also undermine the success of our clubs if not mindfully implemented. One example — the move to virtual — is a powerful thing and when used well, can be a real asset to a club, but if the club’s own instructors are significantly weaker than those being offered by the virtual system, and that same option is available at home, there’s a danger that some members will stay there and bank their cash instead.

Similarly, if we only kit out our gyms with simple functional equipment that can be straightforwardly acquired for use at home, then members will start to question why they’re paying their monthly dues.

It’s clear that virtual and functional have a valuable part to play in today’s gym environment, however, the challenge is to integrate them effectively, balancing the offer to ensure we continue to create desire.

We need to remember that the expertise of our staff is a massive strength and that if we invest in great people and encourage them to build strong relationships with members, this will drive success and loyalty and give us an unassailable USP with which to battle for business.

If our staff are knowledgeable, motivating and working at the highest levels, then members will pay for access to this and value it as being complementary to all the other parts of their personal world of wellbeing.

In the 35 years I’ve been writing about this business, I’ve argued many times that owners in the health and fitness industry need to view staff as their most important asset. Yet today, we still have too many people on minimum wage, with no career prospects and a lack of support when it comes to building the skills and confidence they need to interact with members and advise them in ways they will find valuable.

People want access to expertise and many have no idea where to find it — they want to know how to get fit, how to rehabilitate and train after an injury or surgery — some just need to be taught how to run properly on a treadmill — and they’re prepared to pay for it.

By failing to fully engage with our members, we’re missing a huge opportunity to develop a valuable USP and set ourselves up to stand our ground in the face of the huge onslaught of competition that is coming our way. The time to act on this is now.

Liz Terry, editorial director
lizterry@leisuremedia.com
@elizterry
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Britain is in the grip of a physical inactivity epidemic that costs £20bn each year. At the heart of this crisis is a modern workforce eternally hunched over desks, despite evidence that sitting down for eight hours each day increases the risk of premature death by 60 per cent.

With sedentary office culture taking a toxic toll on our health, should we be enforcing compulsory exercise sessions during the working day, as has been recently suggested? Probably not. We can’t force people to be active. We can, however, promote the myriad benefits of physical activity, which has been described as a miracle cure by the Academy of Medical Royal Colleges.

We should also make it easier and cheaper for workers to be active. The Cycle to Work scheme has encouraged workers to buy bikes and ride to work through salary sacrifice incentives.

Cycling isn’t for everyone though, so why not expand the scheme to include gym passes and equipment? This policy – dubbed Workout from Work – is a ukactive flagship and we have now had a number of discussions with the government, outlining the economic and social benefits that would result from its implementation.

This would create an enormous opportunity for the physical activity sector. Health clubs and activity professionals are ideally placed to reinvigorate the workforce and stimulate the economy. Research shows that a healthier and happier workforce will be more productive and help boost the bottom line of UK PLC. It’s a win-win for everybody.

“Don’t make exercise compulsory – make it easier”

Huw Edwards, public affairs director, ukactive

The Cycle to Work scheme allows employees to buy bikes through salary sacrifice incentives
There is currently a strong focus on how to get people moving more, particularly those who are relatively inactive. One of the main reasons people give for not exercising is that they simply don’t have the time – with work and family commitments taking priority, and especially with millennials where it’s becoming a common trend to have two or three careers at once.

Without exercise, I know I would not feel as happy or mentally strong. Yet in an ever-more competitive world, and even though we all know how important it is, it’s hard to fit everything in.

To help people overcome this challenge, we at Boom Cycle are aiming to provide multi-use spaces that save time for our customers. An entrepreneurial way of life is very common within our community of riders and we wanted to create a space where the creative vibes can keep flowing. Our newest studio locations will provide lots of charging points and seating to enable people who are leading those busy lifestyles to catch up on their all-important work, before or after they work out.

These spaces allow us to strengthen our community feel and welcome everyone into Boom Cycle. I believe that, if more health clubs offer work-friendly environments, collectively we can begin to change the way people interact with fitness. Gyms and studios should be welcoming places that people feel comfortable hanging out in, whether they want to work, relax or meet friends.

“Gyms should be welcoming places that people feel comfortable hanging out in, whether to work or relax”

Hilary Rowland, founder, Boom Cycle

Welcoming people with disabilities into health clubs can benefit the local community

I was encouraged by the letter in HCM April 17 (p17) from South Lanarkshire Leisure and Culture, outlining its work in mental health care provision.

There is a huge opportunity for leisure centres to open their services up to a much wider demographic, through better engagement with community groups and the healthcare sector.

Sport for Confidence works in partnership with leisure operators to deliver fully inclusive sport and physical activity sessions for people with and without learning disabilities. The sessions, led by a specialist healthcare professional and a sports coach, measure and assess occupational outcomes. Since launching in 2011, the programme has grown to cater for 150 participants per month across six sites in Essex, and offering 12 sports.

Everyone can benefit from these initiatives. We’ve collated evidence, independently audited by the College of Occupational Therapists, that proves there are significant economic savings to the community. Many regular participants reduce the level of support they need from social care and public health.

Operators benefit from more customers, an uplift in secondary spend and the delivery of a fully inclusive local service.

“There is a huge opportunity for leisure centres to open their services up to a much wider demographic”

Lyndsey Barrett, senior occupational therapist and founder, Sport For Confidence
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You’re known as ‘the doctor who gave up drugs’. Why?
The Doctor Who Gave Up Drugs was a documentary I filmed for the BBC, which we aired in 2016. The idea was that I would persuade people to swap their drugs for exercise.
My experience, since day one of medical school, is that most drugs don’t work well, for most people, most of the time. There are a small number of people for whom drugs are the only solution, but that has paved the way for a much larger number of people being sold drugs which do them as much harm as good and for which there are much better alternatives – exercise being one key example.

In my head, persuading people to give up drugs was going to be easy. I would turn up at a GP practice, show them the evidence, they would come off the drugs and exercise, everyone would feel better, the practice would save money and I’d be saluted as a hero. What actually happened was that I failed very badly. People simply weren’t interested.

Why do you think that was?
We live in a world where there’s an acceptance that a medical transaction consists of the doctor listening and then prescribing pills. The pills legitimise a complaint, are surrounded by science and have a placebo effect. In contrast, being told to lose weight and do exercise can be perceived as insulting and blaming. Also, in real terms, exercise referrals aren’t widely available and many people don’t know where to start.
Fortunately, we did find some people who hated their pills and were very keen to try an alternative. We showed that, if you do it carefully and navigate pitfalls, you can deliver interventions which are extremely successful and also cheap.

How might we encourage more people to swap pills for exercise?
A major culture shift is needed to make people realise that good health doesn’t come from pills – that they aren’t a good answer for lifestyle problems.
Exercise, on the other hand, is life-changing. It gives all sorts of things which you can’t put in a pill: a sense of wellness, ambition, purpose. It also provides a group of friends.
What we need is a staged process of culture change. Firstly, we have to accept that pills aren’t a good idea. Then we have to take away the blame for lifestyle problems and support people to do the things which are good for them. This must be evidence-based and scientific, so we need more research, which isn’t easy because, unlike drugs, there’s no profit to be made.

What can GPs do to bring about this culture change?
So many GPs are already doing this out of their own budgets and in their spare time. But it’s difficult for them: it takes 30 seconds to prescribe a pill – and 30 minutes not to.

Weight loss and behaviour change is an ongoing process which requires support, so this needs to be outsourced from the doctor. It would be great if GPs could refer people to a practice coach for dietary advice, follow-ups and ongoing support.
The other thing that needs to change is incentives: at the moment, GPs are punished for not prescribing drugs. They should be rewarded for having patients with good weight, good blood pressure, good blood profiles, and who aren’t on drugs.

What can the health and fitness sector do to help?
I’d like to see more research from the industry, and for the industry to be reaching out to GPs and infiltrating general practice. We should have coaches in GP surgeries who can help people find an activity that suits them, signpost them to groups, and check in with them regularly to keep motivation high.

I don’t think it should all be free – people should accept they have to take some responsibility and it may cost. However, the NHS spends billions of pounds on drugs when it could be empowering patients to try exercise, and investing in evidence, research and programmes which could make our nation healthier, more productive, longer-living and more joyful.

Good health would become self-sustaining as people would start demanding more cycle routes, reduced traffic, more parks and leisure facilities. There would be a culture shift away from smoking, eating junk food and being overweight.

See also our interview with Sir Muir Gray (page 30) for his thoughts on how GPs might help drive this culture change towards ‘exercise as medicine’.

Van Tulleken says GP surgeries should offer health coaches
Van Tulekan says the prescription of exercise is far more effective than drugs for many patients
You're now one of the elder statesmen in the England Rugby team. Have you started to plan what you might do after you finish playing?
I’ve already set up a couple of businesses within the fitness sector which I will continue to run, as well as hopefully moving into TV and radio. I plan to enjoy what I have now for as long as I can, but I made my peace a long time ago with the fact that playing rugby won’t last forever.

You're already a UK franchisee for functional training brand F45. What drew you to it?
I tried F45 in the US when I was over there on holiday. I found the circuit-based training really engaging and fun – all the kind of stuff I would use to get fit for rugby. The class-based system works incredibly well and caters for everyone’s needs.

I think people are crying out for a results-based group fitness programme that’s never the same, is fun, interesting and most importantly absolutely delivers on what it says it will. That’s what F45 is all about and why I’m so delighted to be involved.

I’m looking to open two F45s initially – one in London, as the flagship for the brand in the UK, and one in the Midlands. I’m also looking to open up a number in partnership with some other rugby professionals. Sadly, finding the perfect site takes a long time, but we’re getting close to some great venues in London, the Midlands and a few other key locations.

You’re also writing a cookbook. Tell us more.
I’ve already written a couple of no-nonsense fitness and rugby books, and my latest book is due for release fairly shortly. It’s called Perfect Fit and it’s a very detailed, comprehensive book about training, fitness and nutrition. I’ve written every one of the 100,000-plus words myself and am excited to see people’s reactions.

Following on from this, we’re releasing a specialist cook book introducing people to the basics of nutrition. Inspired by professional sportsmen and their eating needs, all the recipes have been specifically developed and written for those who want to train effectively and properly, explaining how you correctly fuel your body to maximise your training efforts. Aside from being incredibly tasty, all the recipes are very simple and quick to make.

I’m really excited about this project as nutrition is very important to me. I want to persuade people that it’s not hugely difficult to eat properly and well.

What general nutrition advice would you offer to people?
Always look down at your plate and imagine it’s a pie chart. If you want to stay in shape, then the biggest section should be taken up by a good protein source such as fish, chicken, meat, nut butters and so on. The next biggest section should be vegetables. Try to get as much variety and colour as you can onto your plate.

The last section should be a source of carbs. Aim for single ingredient foods – products that don’t have any additives or preservatives – like brown rice, sweet potato and real potatoes, but not fries or crisps.

You’re an ambassador for Meridian, which produces high protein nut-based products. Why did you want to get involved?
Protein is essential for our diet, general health, immune systems and building muscle. Sadly it’s an area that’s overlooked by many people, because there’s a huge lack of education when it comes to diet and protein.

People favour carbs and fatty foods over good, healthy food because the former have deliberately been made cheap, tasty and are readily available. Not only that, but people seem to think that eating well means eating bland food. That’s complete nonsense, as the recipes in my cook book prove.

How do you plan to stay fit when you leave rugby?
Being a professional sports person, I’ve lived every day staying fit, so I can’t imagine I would really change much from this mindset. With the F45 gyms we’re opening, I will be a regular gym-goer. I’ll also continue to do the many other sporting activities that I do, such as boxing and jiu jitsu.

I sometimes use technology to complement my training, but I’m not obsessed by it. My Apple watch is my go-to device, and I also use MyFitnessPal to track all my food. I imagine I’ll use these devices more often once I’ve given up playing though, as I won’t have all the benefits of the amazing support mechanisms around me that I do now.
Haskell’s latest project is a healthy nutrition cookbook
What is the Active Communities programme?
Physical activity has sometimes been described as a magic pill. Not only does it help us feel better and function better, but it can also prevent and treat the leading health challenges of our time. However, even when they know that exercise will help, evidence suggests that people need expert guidance when faced with the idea of exercising after the diagnosis of a particular condition.

Our Active Communities team therefore uses the power of physical activity and sport to help those in need, or who are facing barriers to participation, to improve their health and wellbeing. We support people of all ages and backgrounds to be active, from newborns to older adults. Our projects include: supporting activity among children and young people in care, mental health, weight management, long-term conditions, walking, cycling and falls prevention, to mention just a few.

How are people referred to the programme?
It depends on the project. People can self-refer to some projects or be referred by a range of health professionals. We currently receive 400 referrals from health professionals each month to our Active Communities programme.

How do you help people change their habits and attitudes?
Active Communities empowers people to lead healthier lifestyles by removing the potential barriers that prevent them from being active. Many of our projects use one-to-one person-centred consultations and behaviour change approaches to help people change their habits and attitudes towards physical activity.

Fun is also at the heart of what we do, and we aim to create opportunities for people to connect socially and reduce feelings of isolation.

Where does funding come from?
Many of the programmes are funded by NHS Lothian, Edinburgh’s Health and Social Care partnership and the City of Edinburgh Council as well as Edinburgh Leisure.

What plans do you have for the future of the programme?
We’re currently trying to secure investment for a dementia-friendly project, aiming to support the independence and wellbeing of people living with dementia, as well as their carers and families, by getting them physically active.
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Equinox launches standalone studio in NY

US-based health club operator Equinox has entered the boutique fitness market by opening a standalone studio in New York, which it has called Project by Equinox.

The 3,200sq ft (297sq m) studio has launched, offering 38 classes per week, each costing US$35 (£28, €33). Class packages can be purchased, but there is no membership model.

Project by Equinox aims to be “a creative space for fitness rebels,” with a focus on trainer creativity.

The company said it was “turning the model of group fitness on its head” because it does not force trainers to teach a pre-determined format, allowing for the space to be “a testing ground for new concepts”.

Elsewhere, Niki Leondakis has been appointed chief executive officer of Equinox Fitness Clubs and will begin her role this month. She will oversee all facets of the company’s clubs.

Equinox has more than 90 health clubs, mainly in the US, but also with operations in Canada and the UK.

Budget gyms and boutiques boost European market

Low-cost gyms and boutique operations helped the European fitness market grow in 2016 as membership numbers and revenues increased, EuropeActive research has revealed. Health or fitness memberships increased by 4.4 per cent to 56.4m last year, with market value growing 3.1 per cent to €26.3bn (£22.5bn, US$28.1bn).

The report said the rise in memberships was due to the low-cost market and the growing number of specialist boutiques.

With 10.1m members, Germany strengthened its position as the country with the highest membership, surpassing the 10m mark for the first time. The UK (9.3m), France (5.5m), Italy (5.3m) and Spain (5.1m) made up the top five markets in terms of membership, according to the European Health and Fitness Market Report 2017.

The McFIT Group (1.5m members), Basic-Fit (1.21m) and Pure Gym (0.82m) were the leading operators in terms of membership. Clever Fit (0.55m) and Health and Fitness Nordic (0.54m) completed the top five.

The top 30 European operators account for 12.7m members, representing 22.5 per cent of all memberships. With €26.3bn in revenues in 2016, Europe ranks as the world’s largest health and fitness market, ahead of the US ($23.3bn in 2015).

Market value increased 3.1 per cent compared to 2015, with Switzerland (+5.8 per cent), Germany (+4.6 per cent), Finland (+4 per cent), Sweden (+3.9 per cent) and Turkey (+3.4 per cent) showing the highest revenue growth.

The top 10 operators increased revenues by 12.2 per cent to €3bn last year. Virgin Active (€499m, £426.7m, US$532.4m), David Lloyd Leisure (€442m, £378m, US$471m) and Migros Group (€366m, £313m, US$390.5m) led the European revenue ranking. Health and Fitness Nordic (€337m, £288.2m, US$359.5m) and McFit Group (€327m, £279.6m, US$348.9m) completed the top five.

Merger and acquisition activity remained high, with 17 transactions in the market.

In terms of market penetration, Sweden ranked highest with 21.1 per cent of the population holding a club membership. Other countries with high fitness club penetration included Norway (19.2 per cent), the Netherlands (16.7 per cent) and Denmark (15.8 per cent).

The research, published by EuropeActive in co-operation with Deloitte, was presented at the European Health and Fitness Forum in April.
German fitness operator McFit Group will open its first Cyberobics club in the next few weeks as part of its bid to increase its virtual offering.

The women-only club will open in Berlin by June, offering three Cyberobics rooms – cardio and circuit, functional, and personal training.

The 1,400sq m (15,069sq ft) club will also have a wellness, spa, bistro or childrens’ lounge. Oliver Schulokat, Cyberobics managing director, said: “We’re planning to open a few of these Cyberobics-branded clubs as corporately-owned sites. But this concept will also be franchised as a boutique club model without wellness, spa, bistro or kids’ lounge. Requiring only around 350sq m, we believe it has potential both in Germany and internationally.”

Schulokat also said licenses for its virtual class content will be available to non-competitors and in countries where McFIT has no presence, including the UK. The virtual brand could soon be available in hotels in the form of a small Cyberobics room or an in-room Cyberobics TV channel.

Schulokat said: “We’re in talks with a big German hotel chain that wants to integrate Cyberobics into its in-room entertainment.”

TRIB3 pens deal to take brand to Moscow

Sheffield-based boutique health club operator TRIB3 will be opening its first overseas site in Moscow this summer, after signing an agreement to take the brand into the Russian capital.

The operator’s partner in Russia is Alexei Drobot, former managing director at Johnson & Johnson, TUI and fitness brand World Class in Russia. He will also join the company’s international management board.

TRIB3’s European managing director Rod Hill, who joined the business earlier this year, is in advanced talks with Spanish partners where sites are expected to be launched by the end of the year in Barcelona and Madrid.

The operator is also in talks to take the brand to France, Switzerland, Portugal and Ireland, with plans for more than 40 clubs in the UK.

Genesis Health Clubs takes gym tally to 41

US-based Genesis Health Clubs has purchased its 11th Kansas City location – HealthRidge Fitness Centre in Olathe – taking the number of health clubs in its portfolio to 41 across the US’s Midwest region.

Genesis Health Clubs Olathe Ridgeview offers strength and cardiovascular equipment, personal training, indoor and outdoor pools, basketball, racquetball, day spa, indoor running track, outdoor fitness trail, CrossFit, more than 100 group fitness classes per week and a children’s programme, including karate. Members can access all 41 clubs. The 100,000sq ft (9,290sq m) fitness centre employs more than 180 workers.

Rodney Steven II, Genesis Health Clubs owner and president, said: “We are excited to continue to grow in Kansas City, our largest market. With 13 locations in the greater metro area, we truly have something for everyone in Kansas City. We are a locally owned and operated business and we aren’t going anywhere. We plan on focusing heavily on this and all our Kansas City clubs to bring in the Genesis brand and give our members an unforgettable fitness experience.”

Genesis Health Clubs
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Multi-sensory studio to ‘revolutionise’ yoga

ChromaYoga has opened a 1,000sq ft (348sq m) multi-sensory studio in London that combines colour therapy, soundscapes and bespoke scents with the aim of creating “an immersive, sensory experience” not seen before.

The business describes itself as the “UK’s only multi-sensory yoga studio”, with sessions bathed in colours that affect physical and emotional health. Tones of red, orange, yellow, blue or pink light help instructors guide the class through a set of sequences, designed around the healing properties of that colour.

In collaboration with London scent maker Asakala, ChromaYoga has developed essential oils to correspond with each colour.

The scents are used to drive energy, aid breathing, release muscle tension and encourage relaxation. Sessions are also accompanied by sounds for different states of consciousness.

Classes at the studio in Shoreditch, London each hold 20 people, with 30 sessions available each week. Each class ranges from £14-£18, with five, 10, 15 or 20 class passes.

Nina Ryner, founder, said: “With this combination of unique ancient practices, ChromaYoga will revolutionise the modern yoga experience.

“Our classes combine monochromatic light, soundscapes and bespoke scent, which have been designed to improve physical and emotional health. We use research into the ways in which light can be utilised to improve sleep quality and mood, increase energy and aid muscle recovery.

“Our soundscapes include frequencies designed to induce a relaxed, lucid state. When combined with our bespoke scents, it creates a revolutionary approach to modern yoga.”

Barrecore to open seventh London studio

Boutique fitness brand Barrecore recently opened its seventh London studio in Moorgate on 10 April.

The 800sq ft (661sq m) facility is nearby Moorgate Station and the Crossrail Station, which is due to be completed in 2018.

Sharing space with Digme Fitness, an indoor cycling concept, Barrecore is offering two studios, a retail area and a juice bar.

The timetable will be initially offering a choice of five classes, including the 45-minute Signature Express, targeted at workers.

Peter Woods said “busy Londoners are an important audience” for Barrecore.

Orangetheory Fitness to open 70 UK studios

US-based health club chain Orangetheory Fitness has signed a deal to expand its concept in southern England with 70 studios set to open over the next decade, including 30 in London.

The company has signed a franchise agreement with 3 Kings, which will also be taking over three of the four Orangetheory studios currently in the UK. There are three London studios in Enfield, Islington and Aldgate, as well as one in Winchester. 3 Kings will be run by Jamie Weeks, the area developer for Oregon and South Carolina and owner of studios in Oregon, Tennessee, South Carolina and Georgia in the US. By the end of this year, Weeks will own 20 studios in the US.
20 million UK adults physically inactive, BHF reveals

More than 20m UK adults are increasing their risk of cardiovascular disease and costing the health service as much as £1.2bn each year because of physical inactivity, a British Heart Foundation (BHF) report has revealed.

The Physical Inactivity and Sedentary Behaviour Report found that 39 per cent of adults are failing to meet government guidelines for physical activity.

Dr Mike Knapton says “levels of physical inactivity and sedentary behaviour in the UK remain stubbornly high”

Bear Grylls Fitness to launch in London

Celebrity explorer and reality TV star Bear Grylls has launched his indoor fitness programme in London at trampoline park provider Oxygen Freejumping.

Bear Grylls Fitness will be offering a programme of high intensity exercises that will feature a multi-storey obstacle fitness course at Oxygen’s site in Croydon.

Oxygen Freejumping, which has six parks and a further two under construction, already features Bear Grylls Fitness at its sites in Manchester and Derby. Over the next two years the partnership will be seen throughout Oxygen’s chain, set to comprise 30 parks by the end of the summer 2018.

Grylls said: “Our goal is to help people build the strength, flexibility and fitness to empower them to live their adventures to the max. Whether it’s climbing a mountain, completing a charity obstacle race or simply playing sports with our kids, we all have goals and adventures that inspire us.

“Bear Grylls Fitness is about training you to move with speed, agility, balance and strength. We pride ourselves on being the ultimate in functional fitness.”

Failed IPO cost Pure £6.8m

Pure Gym’s planned initial public offering (IPO) that was abandoned last year cost the group £6.8m (US$8.48m, €7.9m), according to industry sources.

The cost was because the operator had “two runs at it,” which involved “a lot of work,” the sources told Health Club Management. In January 2016, HCM reported that Pure Gym was considering floating on the stock market.

Later in July, the planned IPO was put on ice indefinitely because of uncertainty caused by the referendum that resulted in the UK voting to leave the European Union.

In September, Humphrey Cobbold, Pure Gym chief executive, said the operator was “ready to become a listed company” and that it would be using the IPO to raise £190m (US$237m, €220m). However, a month later Cobbold told HCM that it had withdrawn its plans due to challenging market conditions.
Virgin Active owner Brait scraps listing due to Brexit

South African investment group Brait, which owns a controlling stake in Virgin Active, has scrapped plans to transfer its registered offices from Malta to the UK and list in London, due to Brexit.

An announcement on the company’s website said: “While the board remains convinced of the long term benefits to the company of a transfer to the United Kingdom and a premium listing on the London Stock Exchange, in light of the uncertainty introduced by the timing and form of Brexit and the potential impact on capital markets, the board has determined not to proceed with the listing at this time.”

As well as Virgin Active, Brait has investments in clothing retailer New Look, as well as food retailer Iceland and food producer Premier.

UK Prime Minister Theresa May triggered Article 50 of the Treaty of Lisbon on 29 March. This will be the beginning of formal negotiations on Brexit.

Separately, the UK’s Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) has launched a formal inquiry into the sale of 16 Virgin Active gyms to David Lloyd Clubs.

The Phase 1 inquiry is standard practice for such deals. The deadline for the CMA to announce its decision on whether to refer the transaction for a Phase 2 investigation is 19 May 2017.

Profits up at Bannatyne following membership surge

The Bannatyne Group increased its pre-tax profit by 51 per cent to £1.6m, according to its annual results posted to Companies House for the year ending December 31, 2016, up from £1.1m in 2015. Turnover increased by 11 per cent to £112.2m last year, from £101m in 2015.

The figures also show that earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) grew by 28 per cent to £30.8m, from £24m in 2015. The group said the improvement in last year’s profitability was a result of an increase in both spa and membership revenue and a focus on operational efficiency.

Membership rose by 6.9 per cent to 197,019 in 2016.

Justin Musgrove, Bannatyne Group CEO, said: “We’ve secured a solid position in the market with resilient membership numbers and a membership proposition that is attracting people to trade up from budget, low-cost alternatives.”

Boom Cycle to open two new London studios

Boutique fitness operator Boom Cycle is growing its portfolio with two new London sites – one in Hammersmith and a flagship operation at the iconic Battersea Power Station.

Launching in May, the Hammersmith studio will be 3,700sq ft (377sq m) near the underground station.

In June, the 4,700sq ft (437sq m) Battersea Power Station operation will open. The power station redevelopment includes new homes, a hotel, shops, restaurants and bars.

The Battersea site will launch with Boom Cycle’s signature 45-minute classes and also express 30-min sessions over the lunch period, with a free protein shake for every 30-min rider.

The two sites will have Funktion-One sound systems and Schwinn bikes. Boom Cycle is also partnering with global technology company Dyson and kitting out all new and existing studios with Supersonic hairdryers in their beauty bars.

Boom Cycle was founded by Hilary and Robert Rowland, who launched in London’s Shoreditch in 2011.
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Fitbug rebrands and scraps consumer business

Fitbug Holdings, the online health and wellbeing services provider, is changing its trading name to Kin Wellness, following a decision to reposition the business.

The company is moving from the consumer retail space, mainly focused on sales of activity trackers, to a corporate digital wellness solutions provider. Its Orb tracking device will still be available to corporate clients, as part of its digital wellness programme.

The change of trading name takes effect immediately.

Fitbug Holdings Plc will also change its name to Kin Group Plc, subject to shareholder approval at the next annual general meeting.

Anna Gudmundson, chief executive, said: “Changing the company name signifies a further major step in our ambitious transformation strategy, where we’ve effectively shut down the consumer business to focus on the growing corporate wellness market, which was estimated at $43.3bn (£34.8bn), in 2015 by the Global Wellness Institute, according to whom the global workplace wellness industry grew at 6.4 per cent from 2013 - 2015 as organisations place more importance on keeping staff motivated and healthy.”

In the most recent financials, released on 3 April, Fitbug announced a drop in turnover in the year to 31 December 2016 to £1.1m, from £1.3m in 2015. However, it reduced its losses by 42 per cent last year to £3.5m, from £6.3m in 2015.

Commenting on the results, Gudmundson said: “In 2016 we executed the most significant parts of our strategy to turn the business around and to reposition Fitbug as a B2B digital services provider in the corporate wellness industry. “In practice, this involved major cost optimisation, as well as a series of restructuring initiatives designed to break from Fitbug’s past and allow the business to move forward with speed and focus.”

Founded in 2005, UK-based Fitbug/Kin Wellness is currently listed on London’s AIM.

Netpulse announces collaboration with eGym

Netpulse, provider of mobile apps for health clubs, has announced a new partnership with eGym.

The collaboration will see eGym’s tracking and digital training apps integrated into the Netpulse platform.

The integration is designed to maximise operators’ engagement with their members throughout the customer journey.

Members using the new app will be able to set fitness goals, track progress, create custom workout plans and access personalised workouts from their personal trainer.

“The app will also feature an exercise library that personal trainers will be able to access to create individual client plans,” Philipp Roesch-Schlanderer, CEO at eGym, said: “The workout tracking and digital training apps from eGym, when combined with the Netpulse mobile app, results in an advanced digital fitness experience.”

Global sportswear and fitness brand Reebok has launched a Cotton + Corn sustainable products initiative, which will bring plant-based footwear to the market later this year.

Developed by the Reebok Future team, the project looks to create shoes “made from things that grow.” The first release is a shoe that has an upper comprised of organic cotton and a base originating from industrial grown corn. Reebok has partnered with DuPont Tate & Lyle Bio Products for the project.

“This is just the first step for us,” said Bill McInnis, head of Reebok Future. “With Cotton + Corn we’re focused on three phases of the product lifecycle. First, with product development we’re using materials that grow and can be replenished.

“Second, we know our consumers don’t want to sacrifice on how their shoes look and perform.”

“Finally, we care about what happens to the shoes when people are done with them. So we’ve focused on plant-based materials to allow compostability in the end.”
Fitness On Demand™ provides users at your facility instant access to hundreds of premium fitness classes, available by schedule or on demand using the on-site touch screen kiosk or the FOD™ mobile app. Classes cast wirelessly to the large format video display of your choice, allowing any facility to transform even the most limited space into a cost-effective group fitness program with the variety, flexibility, and instant access the modern consumer desires. Contact us today to get started!
Supplier and training news

TRX wins multi-million dollar patent infringement case

Functional training equipment developer Fitness Anywhere LLC, known as TRX, has been awarded more than US$6.8m (£5.5m) in damages from online company WOSS Enterprises LLC, which willfully infringed a TRX patent and trademark. A federal jury in California, US, unanimously agreed that one of TRX’s patents (US Patent No. 7,044,896) had been infringed, as well as its “Suspension Training” trademark through the sale of six products.

The jury ruled that the unauthorised use by a competitor once a first notice had been given of the TRX trademarks “Suspension Training” and “Suspension Trainer” in commerce, such as on Amazon.com, constituted willful infringement.

The jury rejected that such use constituted fair usage.

Randy Hetrick, TRX founder and chief executive, said: “The internet has enabled a class of e-commerce parasites to evolve and feed on the investment and hard work of others. These leeches steal the trademarks and copyrights of brand leaders to manipulate online ‘search results’ and bamboozle customers into buying cheap, dangerous knockoffs that violate the patents of brands (like TRX) that have poured their life’s work into developing the market and investing in research, product innovation and consumer education.

“This verdict is a big win for brand innovators and customers alike, and it officially puts the fraudsters and cheaters on notice.”

The damages may be increased, as well as legal fees and costs, based on the final decision of the judge.

Sid Nasr, general counsel for TRX, said: “This is a landmark ruling. It arms us with the legal precedent necessary to eliminate counterfeiters who are duping consumers.”

Fitness brand backed by BBC Dragon to target NZ

Vintage-inspired cardio workout programming provider SwingTrain, which has the backing of BBC Dragons’ Den investor Deborah Meaden, will be holding a series of training events as it looks to recruit instructors – including in New Zealand.

As part of growth plans, the brand is holding six training events across the UK, including in Scotland and Wales, and the workout’s first venture to the southern hemisphere, with two instructor recruitment days in New Zealand.

Since its launch at the beginning of the year, 45 venues, mainly in London, have taken up SwingTrain across England.

The workouts are accompanied by the vintage music of swing, gospel, rhythm and blues, and jazz. Classes are suitable for all levels of fitness and coordination.

CIMSPA endorsement for exercise giant Les Mills

Les Mills fitness instructors have the opportunity to gain CIMSPA continuing professional development (CPD) points as a result of the two organisations agreeing a new partnership.

The group fitness provider has become the first CIMSPA skills development partner to have its entire group exercise training offer fully endorsed by the chartered institute.

CIMSPA’s recognition covers 14 group exercise products of Les Mills, including Bodypump, and includes module, refresher and advanced instructor training. Les Mills instructors will be able to gain CPD points when completing qualifications and training.

The CPD system set up by CIMSPA forms part of its plan to professionalise the workforce in the sector. Most members are required to complete 10 CPD points per membership subscription year.
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Mark Smith has left his post as chief executive officer of 24 Hour Fitness and been replaced by Frank Napolitano, who has taken over the role in an acting capacity. The operator’s board of directors and Smith have mutually agreed that he would step down from his role this year.

Smith became chief executive in July 2014, shortly after Forstmann Little sold the gym chain to a group of North American investors for US$1.9bn (€1.4bn, £1.3bn).

Napolitano, who is also president of 24 Hour Fitness, said: “We are thankful for Mark’s contribution to the company over the past two and a half years. Driving results in the business and to grow our company.”

Last week, the operator signed a deal with the United States Olympic Committee to become the official fitness partner of Team USA in the run up to Tokyo 2020. Headquartered in California, 24 Hour Fitness serves nearly 4 million members in more than 425 clubs across the US.

Ronald van der Vis, chair of low-cost European fitness firm Basic-Fit, will step down next month and be replaced by Cornelis (Kees) van der Graaf.

The change is based on rotation rules established during the operator’s initial public offering (IPO) in June 2016. van der Vis has been chair of the supervisory board since 2013.

The board will propose at the operator’s general meeting on 16 May the appointment of van der Graaf as chair for a four-year term.

van der Graaf is chair of GrandVision, a member of the Carlsberg board in Denmark and a board member of ENPRO Industries in the US. He is also chair of FSHD Unlimited, a bio-tech start-up he founded in 2014 to develop a therapy for the FSHD muscular dystrophy.

Van der Graaf had a 32-year international executive career at Unilever, with his last position being president – Europe and a member of the executive committee.

In addition, Basic-Fit’s supervisory board will propose the appointment of Rob van der Heijden as an additional member for a four-year term.

On stepping down from his role, van der Vis said: “During the last four years, Basic-Fit has developed very well, both in terms of results and operations. In addition, the brand Basic-Fit is stronger than ever before. The company is well positioned for the next growth phase.”

Ronald van der Vis has been chair since 2013

IHRSA names new chair and board members

Derek Gallup, executive vice president of fitness and Retail at New Evolution Ventures, has been elected the new chair of IHRSA. Gallup will take over the one-year role from current chair Rasmus Ingerslev on 1 July 2017. Announcing Gallup’s election, IHRSA also named four new members to its board – Carrie Kepple, Alan Leach, Bryan O’Rourke and Brad Wilkins.

Kepple is a 10-year industry veteran and manager of a Les Mills facility in New Zealand, while Leach currently serves as general manager of West Wood Club in Dublin, Ireland.

O’Rourke is currently chief strategic officer of Gold’s Gyms of Houston, Texas, while Wilkins is the senior vice president of US-based Cooper Aerobics Enterprises.

24 Hour Fitness appoints Napolitano as acting CEO

Frank Napolitano is president and acting CEO of 24 Hour Fitness

Read more online

IHRSA names new chair and board members

Read more online
The race is on to give members maximum variety, fun and results. That's why clubs everywhere are investing in functional training as the basis for the ultimate fitness destination.

Escape Fitness has been creating outstanding functional training experiences since 1998. We can bring you superb training tools, vibrant designs for functional areas, trainer education packages and ready-to-go innovative group training programmes.

Looking for inspiration?

This is more than just a catalogue: it's a resource packed with functional training inspiration, from innovative products to facility case studies. Order your free copy today at escapefitness.com/hcm17

Escape Fitness brought a wealth of knowledge to our project, directing us on the right way to utilise space and equipment.

LEE DRABBLE,
MANAGING DIRECTOR, BEST’S BOOTCAMP, LONDON
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**MAY**

10–11 | Elevate 
ExCeL, London, UK

The UK’s second cross-sector event bringing together academia, healthcare, government, the physical activity sector and performance experts to focus on an increasingly important and complex societal challenge – turning the tide on inactivity. The event’s programme of 150 speakers will include Tracey Crouch MP from the DCMS, Dr Juston Varney of Public Health England and Steven Ward, executive director of ukactive.

[www.elevatearena.com](http://www.elevatearena.com)

12–14 | BodyPower Expo 2017 
NEC, Birmingham, UK

Offering something for any type of health and fitness enthusiast, the BodyPower Expo show provides a premier visitor experience with international stars and industry renowned experts, an extensive exhibition, interactive feature areas and national competitions. The event will include a range of feature areas, including a ‘Nutrition Kitchen’ and ‘Workout Arena’.

[www.bodypower.com/expo/uk](http://www.bodypower.com/expo/uk)

18 | Retention Convention 
Manchester Conference Centre, UK

This two-day event will cover a range of approaches to increase retention, reduce attrition and improve member loyalty across all sectors of the fitness market.

[www.retentionguru.co.uk](http://www.retentionguru.co.uk)

**JUNE**

9–10 September 2017 | Woburn Abbey Triathlon, Bedfordshire, UK

The Woburn Abbey Triathlon is a fun and challenging day out, and has become famed for its iconic venue and unrivalled family experience. The Abbey’s grand façade is the backdrop to the race, with the swim taking place in one of the lakes. Registration starts at £60 and there is no fundraising limit, however participants are encouraged to raise as much as they can for Great Ormond Street Hospital and Melanoma Focus Cancer Research.

[www.triforlife.co.uk](http://www.triforlife.co.uk)

27 April–08 May 2018 | Avenue of the Volcanoes trek, Ecuador

This beautiful trek is not for the faint-hearted, as it culminates in a magical midnight glacier climb. You’ll feel exhausted but elated as you rise with the sun, rewarded with priceless views over the Andes once you conquer Cayambe. The action-packed itinerary takes you through rainforests and up and over volcanoes. The trek is at very high altitude, which means acclimatisation is vital. Registration is £395 and there are a range of funding options available for a charity of your choice.

[www.charitychallenge.com](http://www.charitychallenge.com)

24–25 | SIBEC UK 2017 
The Belfry, West Midlands, UK

SIBEC UK 2017 will bring together UK’s most influential suppliers and buyers of the leisure, health and fitness sectors from the local authority, trust and education markets.

[www.sibecevents.com/uk](http://www.sibecevents.com/uk)

30 May–3 June | ACSM 64th Annual Meeting 
Denver, Colorado, US

This comprehensive sports medicine and exercise science conference covers the science, practice, public health and policy aspects of sports medicine, exercise science and physical activity. All 2017 educational sessions will take place at the Colorado Convention Center, while Exercise is Medicine sessions and social events will take place at the Hyatt Regency Denver.

[www.acsmannualmeeting.org](http://www.acsmannualmeeting.org)

8 | Flourish 
Lighthouse Digital Lounge, Brighton, UK

Facilitated by internationally respected fitness industry analyst Ray Algar, Flourish is a new one-day event exclusively for the independent club sector. The day will comprise a mix of presentations, case studies and panel sessions.

[www.oxygen-consulting.co.uk/events](http://www.oxygen-consulting.co.uk/events)
Healthcare is what you do for yourself, not what we do for you. We’ll try and deliver professional services to you, but self-care is the most important form of care.” This is the message Sir Muir Gray, the eminent public health doctor, would like to impart to the public.

That’s not to say Gray believes in pushing the full burden of healthcare squarely onto the individual. Quite the opposite: he’s very vocal in pushing for the medical community to engage much more with the preventative healthcare agenda. But he does believe individuals can do a lot to improve their own health, and being active lies at the very heart of his philosophy. The role for medical community is in disseminating this message.

He explains: “The very important message is this: up until now, we’ve been giving healthy people information about exercise and giving people diagnosed with a condition pills. However, if your mum is diagnosed with Type 2 diabetes, she needs advice about exercise even more than people who don’t have Type 2 diabetes. And that’s a big shift in people’s thinking.”

£100m for prevention

He continues: “Being active has been neglected for the last 40 years. All the talk has been of healthy eating, while stress and sitting have been ignored. I’ve been promoting activity for 45 years, but only recently has this become a popular and accepted message.”

But an accepted message it now is, as Gray explains: “As Simon Stevens [CEO of NHS England] made very clear in the organisation’s Five Year Forward View – published in 2014 – prevention will be one of the essential things to save the NHS.

“What I’m therefore proposing is that we shift £100m out of the NHS drug budget and into an activity budget – putting £100m of additional funding into prevention. I expect to have a decision in principle this year.”

So what exactly will he do with that £100m? Gray explains: “It would be used at a local level, for community development. We’d take people – personal trainers, but also local voluntary groups who are already doing this sort of thing – out into the community to run activity initiatives. A number of football and rugby clubs are already doing this; what you need is someone with the right personality who can be a leader in getting people moving.

“This is where health clubs and gyms could get involved. There’s no ‘maybe’ about it: we should be getting trainers into bridge clubs, bingo halls, old people’s clubs, lunch clubs – the places where older people are already meeting. Because that’s my core focus: healthy ageing.

“We also need to look at how we can reach these people at home, through the internet or television. I’d like to see a digital TV channel offering a twice-a-day music and movement programme, for example – say at 11.00 o’clock and 4.00 o’clock – which gets people to stand up and get moving. We’re currently discussing that with Age UK.”

The nine-second prescription

Gray is also keen to get GPs on-board with exercise-based preventative healthcare. “These things take time, but the first thing we need to do is get GPs moving themselves. The average GP now walks fewer than 1,500 steps a day. I’m very keen to do something to help change that. If they would just get out at

---

The public health specialist and author of Sod Sitting and The Walking Cure speaks to Kate Cracknell about diverting £100m of NHS funding from drugs to physical activity, and his plan to get GPs prescribing wellness

Sir Muir Gray is a public health doctor, a consultant in public health for Oxford University Hospital Trust and a professor at Oxford University. He also run a company called Better Value Healthcare, which focuses on ensuring resources in the health service are allocated in a way that maximises value. He explains: “We identify low value activity in the health service and we switch those resources. For example, we probably spend £1bn in the last year of life over-treating people who wanted to die at home. Is that high value? Better Value Healthcare looks for lower value activity and switches resources to higher value activity.

“It isn’t just about prevention – it’s treatment too. Treatments we’re not doing enough of, but where we have to switch resources from treatments that are less effective, of lower value, to be able to afford them.”
I’m proposing that we shift £100m out of the NHS drug budget and into an activity budget. I expect to have a decision in principle this year — Sir Muir Gray
In fact, my key message to GPs is this: look after yourselves. You’re leading a very tough life with a busy working day, and we need you, so please look after yourselves. And please start by walking more.

My second message to them is this: we need your support in encouraging everyone who has a long-term condition to be physically active.

So how does he propose this might happen? After all, we already have a number of activity champions among UK GPs – the likes of Dr John Morgan, heralded in the national media as “the GP who prescribes walking” (see HCM NovDec 14, p42), and Dr Zoe Williams, physical activity and lifestyle ambassador for the Royal College of General Practitioners (see HCM Oct 16, p58) – but the momentum has still not swung this way across the board.

Neither are patients fully receptive to the preventative message, as Dr Chris van Tulleken discovered in his BBC documentary, The Doctor Who Gave Up Drugs (see p10), which van Tulleken has described as “a titanic failure.”

Gray acknowledges: “We won’t be able to reproduce the enthusiasts – the GPs who are already wholeheartedly embracing exercise and talking about it with all their patients – so the key is to keep it really simple. Our idea is for a nine-second wellness prescription. We know appointment times are short, so we just need GPs to give us nine seconds to say, ‘Oh, and by the way, we’re going to send you something really, really important called a wellness prescription’.

“This would be automatically emailed or sent to patients’ mobile phones after their GP appointment, so they get their drugs prescription, but they also get their wellness activity prescription. Then, every time they go to the pharmacy, the pharmacist and the assistant pharmacist would reinforce that message. In this way we can get it right into mainstream clinical practice.

“Obviously we can all think of someone who doesn’t have an email – but I can think of 40 million people who do.”

**Walking Plus**

He continues: “GPs won’t have time to tailor the prescription, but that doesn’t matter because the message is essentially the same for Type 2 diabetes, heart failure, being 70…

“The prescription would be for what I call ‘Walking Plus’. You’ll feel better, you’ll reduce your risk of disability, and the treatment of your disease will be improved if you do 10 minutes’ walking a day – preferably building up to 3 x 10 – but also remember to do 10 minutes of stretching and resistance exercises to maintain your core and upper body strength. That will help you if you’re aged 40–60: it will help you with repetitive strain injury and back ache. If you’re over 60, it will help you stay out of an old people’s home.”

It’s often said that GPs don’t embrace ‘exercise as medicine’ due to a lack of training in physical activity, but Gray dismisses this: “GPs don’t know what’s inside the pills they prescribe – they don’t know the chemicals – so they don’t need detailed knowledge of fitness either. They just need encouragement.

“The key problem for GPs is time, so we have to be realistic in what we ask them for: I’ve gone for nine seconds.”

**Sod Sitting!**

And what about those aged under 40? “Forty years and over is the population group I’m interested in. Until the age of about 40, you don’t need to worry too much unless you want to play sport. But the group between 40 and 60 – that’s when life gets difficult, because you have children, elderly parents, a busy job and commuting.

“And then, from 60 onwards, of course many people retire. That gives them the opportunity to do more, but they have the negative belief that activity is only for young people, so they join the bridge club or the bowls club instead.

“That’s why I wrote my latest book, Sod Sitting, Get Moving! in collaboration with Diana Moran.” This on the back of several other books, including The Walking Cure, Midlife and Sod Seventy! A follow-up to The Walking Cure, entitled Walking Plus, will be out later this year.

“People are very poorly informed about the benefits of exercise,” concludes Gray. “Most people think what old people need is for more to be done for them. We need to change this mindset. Everyone involved in the fitness industry should go and see their local MP, take them a copy of Sod Sitting and say: ‘We have to try and reduce the amount of time people spend in long-term care by getting them fitter.’”

The key problem for GPs is time, so we have to be very realistic in what we ask them for.

I’ve gone for nine seconds — Sir Muir Gray
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ukactive chair Tanni Grey-Thompson has an ambitious vision for UK healthcare provision: a move away from illness and towards wellness, centred around a network of community wellness hubs. How can we make this a reality? Kath Hudson reports

Tanni Grey-Thompson believes a paradigm shift is necessary to address the UK’s inactivity problem, which costs £20bn each year and is the fourth biggest cause of disease and disability. Her vision involves a £1bn regeneration scheme which would transform the UK’s ageing fleet of leisure centres into community wellness hubs. Swimming pools, sports halls and gyms would be combined with GP drop-in centres, libraries and police services to create one-stop shops for public services – all of which would, she believes, bring huge opportunities for the health and fitness sector.

She explains: “By co-locating leisure, health and other community services, we can remove barriers to physical activity and make wellness hubs the preventative frontline of the NHS.

“Figures show such wellness hubs can drive greater levels of activity and have a profound impact on community health – all of which brings significant opportunities for both public and private gym operators. I genuinely believe wellness hubs hold the key to unlocking greater penetration rates for gyms nationwide, moving us well beyond the 14 per cent and taking physical activity truly into the mainstream.”

So what do we need to do to make this vision a reality, and how have the sport and leisure sectors responded to Grey-Thompson’s call to action?

It’s important to note that wellness hubs are not a distant dream of the future. There are already 20 across the country, improving the health of communities, running without subsidy and delivering income to local authorities to cover the cost of borrowing. This level of return is vastly different from current centres and is giving real confidence to private investors.

The key to making our ambition a reality is building broad consensus across government, local authorities, operators and investors on the merits of this proposal and the best way to advance it. The campaign is already gaining momentum: ukactive is working closely with Sport England to comprehensively build the case, which has led to highly productive meetings with top-tier investors, leading construction firms, local authorities and high-level government figures.

Official calculations suggest it would take £1bn of investment to make the current leisure infrastructure more efficient and effective for community needs in the future. Ideally, the rollout of up to 750 wellness hubs under this £1bn programme would follow Sport England’s Strategic Facilities funding model, leveraging a ratio of 10:1 for private against public funding.

If £100m of combined public money couldn’t be raised, then some form of government guarantee against the capital loan for the programme would give pension funds and other potential private investors real confidence and allow them to offer competitive interest rates for the money to be borrowed by local authorities.

This level of investment is a drop in the ocean compared to the cost of the NHS of a full-blown inactivity epidemic. A radical overhaul of our leisure infrastructure would also stimulate economic growth and jobs. Better still, it would catapult our sector into the very heart of the preventative health agenda, making physical activity the lynchpin of happier, healthier and more prosperous communities.
In principle, sporta is strongly supportive of a bold initiative to produce additional public funding for a major development of public wellness centres. A broad consensus with all interested parties will help build the strong and expert case for the necessary government support and the sound arrangements for managing the proposed programme.

Delivering the vision ultimately depends on the provision of services, not just construction and co-location of facilities. Trusts and other not for profit/public benefit bodies, working with local authorities, will be the best operators of the facilities. These organisations have a community mission that’s well suited to these requirements, as well as the necessary capabilities and skills – including the ability to draw in volunteers.

Established ways of providing the individual services within an integrated wellness offering may need to change. The design and delivery of the leisure element may also need to be different, in particular to ensure it’s appropriate for populations that remain difficult to attract into physical activity.

Reaching out to the physically inactive groups in society will be costly and will need to be recognised in the local business model. There will need to be community outreach work, as well as partnerships with local charities and social agencies.

Getting the additional public funding and support essential to achieve the vision will clearly be a huge challenge. The approach being taken by ukactive and Sport England – to link with industrial infrastructure programmes and draw in commercial ‘social mission’ funding – is potentially the only way to enable a co-ordinated programme which provides scale and pace.

However, the broader social regeneration and inclusive growth case for a broad range of government funding and support for local public sport, leisure and cultural services should still be kept on the table. There may be new opportunities to argue this case when Brexit is implemented and the framework set by EU fund comes to an end.


I very much welcome Tanni’s call to action. New surgeries, hospitals and leisure centres are being built all the time, and by joining up the thinking we can improve the outcomes for users, as well as save on overheads.

In theory, a joined-up perspective is more likely to happen now that much of the health sector is based within local government. The challenge lies in getting all parties on-side. Reinforcing the benefits and incentivising councils through planning guidance could help make these wellness hubs more likely to be considered.

Ideally, priority should be given to areas of highest health deprivation, but reality dictates that consideration for new sites will only happen when the existing ones are no longer fit for purpose. GP clusters are being encouraged to take charge of their businesses, but this independent thinking may not involve thoughts of library and physical activity provision.

What’s needed is a quick and seamless process for users: accessing a physical activity intervention needs to be as quick and easy as collecting medicine. While co-location is ideal, in the meantime we should try and improve links between existing assets.

New money to finance wellness hubs would be great, but if we could guarantee existing money were spent better, that would be a significant step forward. Pooling resources, rather than defending budgets in silos, is the smarter way to invest. Ultimately developments should be judged on their impact on engagement and uptake.

Giles Rawlinson
Acting MD: Parkwood Leisure

Leisure is a non-mandatory local authority service which is under threat in many areas because of budget cuts and austerity measures. Like everyone who’s passionate about the sector, we therefore wholeheartedly support Tanni Grey-Thompson’s call for a £1bn investment programme to make leisure centres the preventative frontline of the NHS.

Investment into combined facilities – including health consultation rooms and leisure – would revitalise a generation of leisure centres, assuring their future and providing a huge boost to their work to improve public health, in turn resulting in significant long-term savings for the NHS and improved health outcomes for our communities.

Within our dedicated leisure sites, Parkwood is already rising to this challenge with centres showing themselves to be highly effective in supporting GPs. Since its inception in Bexley – where more than 30 per cent of adults are classed as inactive – Parkwood’s Steps to Health exercise referral scheme has helped improve the wellbeing of thousands of residents with medical conditions ranging from obesity and diabetes to dementia and depression.

This programme is an example of how health and leisure could be more joined-up, to benefit the community at large and reduce the cost impact on the NHS by delivering health and activity interventions instead of prescriptions.

Health and leisure could be more joined-up, to deliver health and activity interventions instead of prescriptions – Giles Rawlinson
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What is the press saying about the health and fitness industry? How is wellness-related research covered in the mainstream media? Tom Walker trawls the newswires to pick out some of the hot topics and conversation points.

**FINANCIAL TIMES**

March 20 2017

**CHINA’S FITNESS BOOM**

*The Financial Times* reports how China is in the grip of a government-backed exercise boom. Driven by millennials and a growing middle class, the Chinese fitness sector is rapidly expanding and has the potential to be one of the biggest wellness markets in the world.

“Gym membership in the country has doubled since 2008 to 6.6 million last year, according to the China Business Research Academy. Running has become a popular pastime, with more than 100 marathons held last year compared with 51 in 2014. The number of yoga practitioners is estimated to have grown from 4 million in 2009 to more than 10 million today.”

According to the FT, as well as the gym boom, another beneficiary of the trend is the sportswear sector. Global brands such as Nike and Adidas are experiencing double-digit growth in their Chinese sales on the back of consumers embracing the “athleisure” fashion trend.

Read more online

**THE GUARDIAN**

11 March 2017

**CAN HIGH-INTENSITY INTERVAL TRAINING DELAY THE AGEING PROCESS?**

*The Guardian* covered a new finding by a team of scientists at non-profit medical research group Mayo Clinic in the US, which claims that high-intensity interval training (HIIT), can slow down ageing.

The article went on to explain: “The team have found that HIIT helps to rejuvenate protein-building factories in our cells, known as ribosomes, and boosts the energy-producing capacity of our cells’ powerhouses, the mitochondria. As we get older, the ability of our mitochondria to generate energy dwindles. This study suggests HIIT can help to reverse the age-related changes seen in mitochondria.”

Read more online
According to research by the BBC, an ambulance is called to a UK trampoline park nearly every day.

“In total, ambulances were called to trampoline parks in the UK more than 300 times in a year, according to figures obtained by BBC 5 Live’s Daily programme. Statistics from a Freedom of Information request show callouts made by 30 parks in 12 months to April 2016. One park in Chester is investigating after three people broke vertebrae in their backs on the same day.”

Read more online

18 March 2017

IF F45’S GOOD ENOUGH FOR THE WOLVERINE... THE NEW FITNESS BRAND EXPLODING IN POPULARITY

The UK’s Daily Mail ran an article on how F45 — a high-intensity, circuit-based group training brand similar to CrossFit, which has already taken Australia by storm — is rapidly expanding in the UK (see also p12).

“The brand, whose celebrity fans include Wolverine actor Hugh Jackman, has more than 750 franchises worldwide and four UK studios so far. Its flagship UK venue opened this month in Tottenham Court Road, central London — just 18 months after its first British site opened its doors. A fifth studio, in Twickenham, south-west London, is due to open soon.

“Short for Functional 45, the business was launched by former equities trader Rob Deutsch three years ago. It spans 26 countries and expects 1,150 franchises to be sold by the end of 2017.”

Read more online
WHY FITNESS IS MOVING FROM THE GYM TO THE HOME

“There is a growing movement in fitness and training to ditch the gym and work out at home,” claims Entrepreneur magazine. In the article, published online on 23 March, the magazine lists a number of reasons why gym members are ditching the gym and getting fit at home, including:

1 ONLINE FITNESS
An outpouring of information online has made it easier than ever for newcomers to research fitness plans and develop custom solutions that work best for them – and most of the time, this advice comes from outside the traditional gym network. In line with this search for customised solutions, we’ve seen an increased demand for packaged experiences that meet more than just one aspect of a person’s wellbeing: exercise, nutrition, education and support are all offered by numerous online suppliers, at a fraction of the cost of personal training.

2 FUNCTIONAL FITNESS
Whether it’s bodyweight training or HIIT, consumers are turning to alternatives that can help them achieve body transformation wherever they are. Digital platforms provide guided experiences in functional fitness and have the advantage of being available to anyone with an internet connection, as minimal equipment is required.

3 WEARABLES
In the past, gym-goers needed hi-tech machines at the gym to help them monitor their heart rate, but now – with people wearing multiple devices to track their fitness and movement – the need for a central location to evaluate performance is all but disappearing.

Read more online

Digital platforms make it easy to exercise at home

The anti-gravity treadmill is like ‘running on air’

COULD AN ANTI-GRAVITY TREADMILL SAVE YOUR DAMAGED KNEES?

The Telegraph’s feature writer India Sturgis charted her road to recovery from a serious knee injury – and her experience of using an anti-gravity treadmill. After suffering a ruptured anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), Sturgis had surgery and is now undergoing a gruelling rehabilitation period. In a feature-length article, the journalist described the benefits of “weightless training”.

“After three months of physiotherapy and wobbling about on the cross-trainer, I stepped onto an AlterG Anti-Gravity Treadmill, a machine normally used by elite athletes such as Mo Farah and Gareth Bale to recover from serious injury. Paula Radcliffe, who bought a £36,000 device, said it was one of the best investments she has ever made.

“Now, the NASA-patented technology is being rolled out into rehabilitation centres, NHS wards, private clinics and gyms, to be used with a range of serious conditions.

“I’ve been on the anti-gravity treadmill for half an hour and, even after 10 months without exercise, there is not a bead of sweat on me. My breath is coming easily and running feels fluid, light and loose. Usually, when I up the pace – to jog for a bus – my leg aches and the knee joint feels slightly unstable. Now, I notice neither. I could be running on air, which, essentially, I am.”

Read more online
The treadmill has been transformed. The Zero Runner offers the same great workout, but without the additional space and cost of ownership. Built with cutting-edge innovation, and without a belt or deck. Independent hip and knee joints on the Zero Runner replicate natural motion – from walking, jogging, hill work and all-out running with no impact on the body. Plus, the Zero Runner is shorter than a treadmill and does not require run off space.

0203 463 8542  •  uksales@octanefitness.com
ZERORUNNER.COM
The founder and CEO of Alex Fitness talks to Kate Cracknell about European expansion, his new low-cost brand and a goal of one million members in Russia by 2023

What’s your background?
I’m 100 per cent a product of the fitness industry. Back in 1995, I studied at a university of physical education and finished up at a college of bodybuilding. In those days, the fitness industry was really only just developing in Russia, but after college I went on to work in a small gym. Then, after two years, I took a job at World Class, which at that time was the most well-known fitness brand in Russia. I established myself as a trainer and presenter in Russia, and I managed a few clubs – by now under the Planet Fitness brand, after Planet Fitness and World Class split into two separate companies. But by 2005 I was looking for a new challenge. I was keen to venture out on my own.

So what did you do next?
I put together a business plan to open my own health club and went out to find some investors. If I look back at my original plan now, I realise there were quite a lot of holes in it! But there were also a lot of good ideas, so when I didn’t get the funding first time around, I didn’t give up. At the fourth attempt, I got the backing I needed to open my club and found the perfect location.
That first club opened under the Olymp brand – a 2,000sq m, full-service premium club in St Petersburg, which we opened in November 2005. It’s still open and performing strongly now, 11 years on, and I remain very passionate about it because I’ve put a lot into it personally. From that first successful opening, we went on to open another four Olymp clubs in the space of a few years – all what we call ‘business premium’ standard.

Does Olymp remain your core focus?
We’re still opening Olymp clubs – we launched two last year to reach nine locations, and we plan to open one or two each year. In Russia, at least, there’s a need for clubs that act as a status symbol – places where you can spend your time in the company of the ‘right people’, in the right social circles – and Olymp meets that need.
However, when the economic crisis hit in 2008, sales fell in our luxury clubs and I was forced to re-evaluate our offering. I visited lots of clubs in the US and Europe in the belief that I was looking for something special, something new we could offer in our premium clubs to make them even better – something people wouldn’t want to do without. But I was really disappointed. There was really nothing out there that I felt we could learn from. In fact, at that stage, a lot of the clubs in Russia were actually better than those I saw in the US.
However, there was one very important lesson from my global research. I realised the new idea wasn’t premium at all. Quite the opposite – it was about being low-cost. At the time, there were no operators in this segment in Russia and it was certainly the case that many people could no longer afford luxury, so I returned home and piloted a few inexpensive clubs. These clubs – which we launched under the Alex Fitness brand in 2009 – still focused on quality, but the price was anywhere between US$200 and US$400 a year, depending on the location.

In Russia, there’s a need for clubs that act as a status symbol, where you spend your time in the company of the ‘right people’ – Alexey Kovalev
Membership is now even cheaper – although not so low that we get too many members. If a club is too full, nobody gets a good experience, so we have very strict rules on pricing, number of members and how to manage peak times.

**All of which makes it sound as though the pilot was a success?**

It was – we now have 61 Alex Fitness sites either open or in development, all of which are owned by us except for one franchise in Russia. We also own one site in San Francisco, US, which opened in 2011.

The quality of the equipment and the training at Alex Fitness is just as good as at our premium clubs, so it’s a great offering for those who can’t afford premium memberships. Some of the clubs even have swimming pools, and one has an ice rink.

We’ve evolved the model over the years, incorporating new technologies and developing a deeper focus on member relations. We now have our own Alex Fitness University, for example. We don’t have a huge number of employees – there’s a small management team and a lot of freelance trainers – but our university is open to everyone who works for us. We expect them to keep their qualifications up to date, and we want to help them do this.

We’ve also launched a gamification project at both Alex Fitness and Olymp. It’s a four-week guided training programme in which the member gets everyday support, including meal plans and a training plan they can do at home or in the gym. It costs extra to take part – around US$50 – but the idea is to motivate people to change their lives, and there are prizes for those who achieve their goals. The overall winner is voted for by members.

We’ll definitely keep growing Alex Fitness, making our decisions regarding which brand goes where based on demographics – whether a status symbol club is required, or whether the area needs a more affordable club.

The other factor that will influence those decisions is the launch of our new brand, ALEXGYM.

**Tell us about ALEXGYM**

I believe there’s a lot of potential for this brand, which is now my main focus. This operation sits fully at the low-cost end of the scale, with no contract and a pay-per-visit model; in Russia, you pay membership for a year in advance, so to do no-contract we had to make it pay-as-you-go.
There’s no reception and self-employed trainers are the only staff, but we give some of them extra administrative duties to ensure the club keeps running smoothly.

**So what are your plans going forward?**
I want to get to one million members in Russia by 2023 – we currently have 325,000. I can’t tell you exactly how many new clubs that will mean, because it all depends which brand we put in each location: we base our calculations on approximately 2.5 members per square metre, and each brand has a different footprint. Alex Fitness clubs tend to measure around 1,500sq m, for example, while ALEXGYM is more like a 900sq m model.

So we’re not really thinking about number of sites. We’re thinking about number of members and therefore square metrage. We grew by 20 per cent in the last year – from 100,000sq m to 122,000sq m – and aim to grow 20 per cent a year going forward. We can finance this ourselves without any external investment.

Our focus will be on Moscow: we want our members to have access to many clubs across the city that all feel the same. Traffic is dreadful in Moscow, so you have to make sure members can easily get to a club wherever they are.

We’ll also keep investing in our existing clubs. I believe that the more a club brings in – the more successful it is – the more you need to invest in it to maintain its success.

**You’ve mentioned a club in the US. Do you have other overseas expansion plans?**
We do. I’d like to roll out Alex Fitness in the US, aiming for 20 clubs by 2023. We may also look at the possibility of a slightly higher-end offering for New York City.

We’re also aiming to open three to five clubs in Europe each year, outside of Russia. We don’t have any sites confirmed as yet, but we’re close to signing on three locations in Berlin, one in Vienna and one in Rome. I’d like to come to London too, and in fact we’re looking at all the big cities across Europe.

Quite possibly these clubs will operate under a new name, with a new model – I want to try a few things out. The facility will be a full-service club, with a gym area, CrossFit zone, group exercise studios and so on. But I want to look at different ways of packaging it: one monthly membership for all facilities; pay per visit; pay extra for group exercise. We may also try renting out the studio space to personal trainers.

The idea is to grow quickly, so once we’ve settled on our strategy, we’ll go fast. I’d like 50 clubs in Europe by 2023.

The more a club brings in, the more successful it is, the more you need to invest in it to maintain its success – Alexey Kovalev
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With high-intensity interval training (HIIT) well established on fitness club timetables, one big challenge is how to keep things fresh. Inspiration is now on-hand in the shape of fusion classes. **Kath Hudson** reports

**HIIT FUSION**

**CRANKING UP YOGA ▲ ▼**

**Combining two popular** exercise forms, HIIT Yoga provides a workout for both the body and mind, boosts the metabolism, deepens stretches and gets the endorphins going. The HIIT element of the workout is a combination of lower and upper body movements using your own body weight, including press-ups, squats, burpees and mountain climbers. Only 20 minutes of the class is spent on HIIT, so there’s no rest and you’re worked really hard.

Yoga teacher Kate O’Reilly and PT Sasha Green have collaborated to create this concept, which is currently on offer in their studio in south-west London, UK. The pair also have plans for an online programme, events across London – then nationwide – and also classes for corporates.

O’Reilly says: “Sasha and I love both forms of exercise, but we know how busy people are: many people just do one or the other as they don’t have time for both separately. We therefore wanted to create something that combined them in one hour, to get as many people as possible doing both HIIT and yoga.”

According to O’Reilly, the benefits of combining the two disciplines are many, including a fat-burning boost to the metabolism thanks to switching between high intensity and yoga. Proper stretching is another, as she says: “How often do you properly stretch out? Not enough people do, and it can result in injury. By bringing yoga and HIIT together, we’re ensuring muscles are stretched throughout the workout to protect people from stiffness and injury.”

Above and this image: Bringing HIIT and yoga together helps prevent injury
**MINDFUL HIIT**

“Meditation doesn’t always have to happen with our legs crossed and eyes closed,” says US-based personal trainer Holly Rilinger, who has created LIFTED, a class combining HIIT with meditation. “We aren’t always in the perfect place to meditate. We’re crazed, running around, breathless. This class mimics the rhythm of life and helps us become more resilient and ready to tackle our challenges.”

The class comprises a five-minute guided meditation followed by 35 minutes of mindful movement – where you really focus on the exercises you’re doing – including lunges, squats and other standard training moves. After this there’s another five minutes of meditation, followed by an intense 10-minute finisher.

Rilinger says meditation has brought calm and space to her life and for years has used it as part of her indoor cycling class: “We have a limited amount of time to dedicate to our wellness in terms of fitness classes and gym time, and the likelihood of someone giving up his or her cycling or HIIT class to meditate is slim.

“This is why I created LIFTED, which not only combines meditation with a fat-burning workout, but also reminds us to be present. This is a mind, body and spirit workout. We can’t separate the three, so why not train them all in unison. Be present, be sweaty and create joy.”

---

**REDEFINING THE POOL**

**HIIT training in water.** SwimHiit, was introduced by Swimtime at LIW 2016 in a bid to bring different kinds of user groups into the pool.

The concept uses moves from martial arts, yoga and pilates, as well as weights and deep stretches, to supercharge the aquatic exercise experience – all driven by the fact that water is 12 times more resistant than air. But because there’s no pressure on the joints, people can work harder without worrying about aches and pains.

Swimtime is now offering training in SwimHiit as CPD to those instructors who have an aquacise qualification or the equivalent.
HIIT PROGRAMMING


PUNCHY PILATES

In January, Bootcamp Pilates launched a 30-minute high intensity pilates class at its central London studio. HIIP 30 incorporates movements from its regular dynamic class, but condensed into a half-hour time frame so you can squeeze it into a lunch hour.

Curated to achieve maximum results in a short period of time, the exercises are focused on flexibility, co-ordination and balance to leave individuals fitter, leaner and stronger.

“We’ve added this express class to fit in with hectic London lifestyles,” says Dominique Day, founder of Bootcamp Pilates. “Sometimes you just don’t want to work out after a long day in the office, and the new HIIP 30 enables people to maximise 30 minutes of their lunch break.”

PUNCHY PILATES

In January, Bootcamp Pilates launched a 30-minute high intensity pilates class at its central London studio. HIIP 30 incorporates movements from its regular dynamic class, but condensed into a half-hour time frame so you can squeeze it into a lunch hour.

Curated to achieve maximum results in a short period of time, the exercises are focused on flexibility, co-ordination and balance to leave individuals fitter, leaner and stronger.

“We’ve added this express class to fit in with hectic London lifestyles,” says Dominique Day, founder of Bootcamp Pilates. “Sometimes you just don’t want to work out after a long day in the office, and the new HIIP 30 enables people to maximise 30 minutes of their lunch break.”

If you’re doing a HIIT (high-intensity interval training) workout with your personal trainer, electronic muscle stimulation (EMS) can bring an effective, although hardcore, new dimension to your workout.

EMS involves being hooked up to a device that sends electrical impulses to your muscles. The exerciser must first tense their muscles; the electrical impulses then cause the muscles to work even harder. Even undertaking gentle squats, leg raises and standing ab crunches wearing an EMS suit counts as a workout, so wearing one throughout a HIIT workout can be very intense — and indeed should be supervised by a personal trainer, say the manufacturers.

Jan Ising, business development manager at Easy Motion Skin, explains: “Several personal trainers and gyms are using EMS to optimise the efficiency of their clients’ workouts. However, a HIIT EMS workout should only be done in sessions controlled by a professional trainer. If you push your body to the absolute limit, you shouldn’t do it alone.”

A HIIT EMS workout should only be done with a PT. If you push your body to the absolute limit, you shouldn’t do it alone – Jan Ising

Using an EMS suit during a HIIT workout can be intense and should only be done alongside a PT

People can fit the new 30-minute HIIP class into their lunch break

A HIIT EMS workout should only be done with a PT. If you push your body to the absolute limit, you shouldn’t do it alone – Jan Ising
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The new Apprenticeship Levy is here – but what does it mean for the fitness sector, and how can operators harness the opportunities it presents? Katherine Selby speaks to four ‘Levy-ready’ industry experts to hear their views.

The new Apprenticeship Levy on 6 April 2017 – requires all employers with an annual pay bill of over £3m to pay into an apprenticeship funding account. Once they have chosen their candidates and selected the apprenticeship training from the government’s Register of Apprenticeship Authorised Training Providers, this funding account can then be drawn on to pay for the training.

The government makes a contribution and will top up the funds by 10 per cent, so for every £1 the employer puts into its levy account, it will have £1.10 to spend on apprenticeship training. At the end of the two-year cycle, any money left in the operator’s fund will go to the government – in effect making this a tax payment if it isn’t used.

Smaller operators aren’t subject to the Apprenticeship Levy, but will still be affected by a new co-investment plan (see Gary Denton’s comment below).

We spoke to four industry leaders for levy-paying employers, employer/providers and smaller operators.

**Jenny Patrickson** Managing director, Active IQ

**FULFILLING OBLIGATIONS AND EMBRACING OPPORTUNITY**

The Apprenticeship Levy will undoubtedly shift a greater proportion of the training delivered in our industry towards an apprenticeship format. This is an opportunity to raise standards: training people over a prolonged period of time, with hands-on practical experience, will answer critics of the fitness business who say some training is done too quickly and superficially. It will also help the leisure industry to show the wider world that we offer a true vocation and robust career path.

There will inevitably be some snagging to overcome as everyone familiarises themselves with the intricacies of the reforms, but support is available. Active IQ has helped operators and employers fulfil their apprenticeship obligations for a number of years, and we’re absolutely ready to support training providers and employers with the delivery and assessment of apprenticeships.

I would urge health clubs to embrace these reforms and seize the chance to run more apprenticeships. Those operators who are large enough to be employer/providers should look at this as an opportunity to bring their apprenticeship training in-house: this seamless integration of training can be really beneficial.

Employers should look to broaden their apprenticeship offering – rather than just running ‘more of the same’ – and not be afraid to ask for help from awarding organisations and training providers.

We’ve been working for many months to ensure products and services are ready to be activated to fulfil the Apprenticeship Levy criteria, including the future provision of End Point Assessment services for new Apprenticeship Standards.

Let’s enjoy this spotlight on apprenticeships and go all-out to attract the country’s bright young things into the leisure industry.

**Training people over a prolonged period will answer critics who say some training is done too superficially – Jenny Patrickson, Active IQ**
Apprenticeships allow people to be trained over a longer period, and in a hands-on way

**Mac Cleves**  Head of GLL College

**THE OPPORTUNITY FOR EMPLOYER/PROVIDERS**

Early on, we saw the opportunity to be an employer/provider and believed we could fulfil the criteria of the new Apprenticeship Levy. Last year we gained a direct grant from the Skills Funding Agency and set about getting ‘Levy-ready’. Now both the Department for Education and the SFA list GLL as a top-quality training provider in the new register. We’re all set.

Our belief in our suitability to apply for employer/provider status arose from knowing we had a great infrastructure of mapped internal training to awarding body standards, highly qualified staff and efficient systems. All these are needed to design, implement and deliver the new employer-led standards.

GLL offers a diverse range of entry-point training by introducing new apprenticeship pathways in aquatics, tennis and libraries among others. We can also deliver the levy’s ‘stretch’ development programmes – such as our award-winning GLL Academy scheme – that we map and align against trailblazer standards. These additional strings have helped our status.

A distinct benefit of being an employer/provider is that we can deliver the programme ‘the GLL way’, rather than using a more generic training provider solution. This ensures we embed our values and beliefs into the programme content and can deliver a clear career pathway for our apprentices. We’re also able to create a new career opportunity for our own staff at levels ranging from skills developer to internal quality auditor up to a national apprenticeship manager.

Levy-paying employers who have the infrastructure, staff talent, quality internal programmes and commitment from the top should seek support (we work with Active IQ) and aim for employer/provider status.

**Gary Denton**  Managing director, ICON Training

**OPPORTUNITIES AND CO-INVESTMENT FOR SMES**

Apprenticeships are no longer a throwaway topic; there’s new focus and commitment, which is good for the industry. The cost will ensure SMEs pay close attention to both apprentices and providers to ensure they get their money’s worth. And both the apprentice and apprenticeship have an inherent value, which perhaps they didn’t when the training was ‘free’.

In terms of cost, it’s important to note that SMEs not subject to the Apprenticeship Levy will still be affected by these reforms, as a new co-investment plan with government-approved training providers has been put in place. SME employers must contribute at least 10 per cent of the apprenticeship cost, while the government will pay up to 90 per cent (up to a maximum of £24,300 depending on the category of apprenticeship qualification).

But there is other government support too: it will pay SMEs £1,000 for each apprentice aged 16–18, thus helping safeguard opportunities for youngsters.

The new Apprenticeship Reforms also benefits SMEs by ensuring there are vetted training providers in their area. Previously, SMEs might not have had the time or skills to compare providers, but the new Register of Apprenticeship Training Providers is now live at www.gov.uk/guidance/register-of-apprenticeship-training-providers – here, SMEs will find detailed performance information about training providers in their locality.

Employers must contribute at least 10 per cent of the apprenticeship cost; the government will pay up to 90 per cent

– Gary Denton, Icon Training
At Everyone Active we've provided apprenticeships for many years. They bring great value to our business and help us focus on colleagues’ needs and wants. The on-the-job training allows us to identify individuals’ potential in real time and adjust their career path accordingly, while integrating trainees into the workforce from an early stage enables good relationships to be formed and teams built. We welcome the introduction of standards, and the fact that employers have been at the heart of their design. However, we must ensure that CIMSPA is suitably resourced, and that the Skills Funding Agency enables us to develop and implement standard-led apprenticeships in a timely manner. Both these factors are key to enabling us to use the levy we’re paying to best effect. The reforms will bring a fresh focus to our training provision, encouraging us to continue to target funding towards developing people in a way that brings the most benefit to both the business and the individual.

Harvey Gosling  Head of training, Everyone Active

FULFILLING WORKFORCE POTENTIAL

On-the-job training allows us to identify potential in real time and adjust apprentices’ career paths accordingly – Harvey Gosling, Everyone Active
Finally, it’s here
OUR NEW FLAGSHIP FITNESS LINE, TO BE REVEALED AT
WWW.SPIRITFITNESSUK.CO.UK
STAND 120
THE VERY BEST IN DESIGN, ENGINEERING AND QUALITY FOR OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY
BETTER, FASTER, STRONGER
We speak to Helen Rowbotham of British Rowing about a new initiative to get more people engaged in one of the best gym-based CV workouts: indoor rowing.

**Why is indoor rowing such a beneficial form of training?**

The physical benefits of rowing are exactly the same whether you row on water or indoors, which is why all our elite rowers train extensively on indoor rowing machines.

Indoor rowing requires you to use between 85 and 90 per cent of muscle groups in your body and can provide a great CV workout for all ages, abilities, body types and fitness levels. It’s also great for core strength and flexibility and is a highly efficient fat-burning exercise – burning upwards of 300 calories per 30 minutes of rowing. Because it’s also low impact, it’s perfect for cross training, injury prevention and rehabilitation, as well as those who are new to exercise.

**Rowing is quite technical, so is there a risk of injury?**

It’s actually really easy to learn the basics of good technique – even a simple 10-minute introduction can make all the difference to the quality and enjoyment of your rowing workout. The risk of injury is no higher than other exercises and can be avoided with good technique.

Unfortunately, most gym-goers aren’t taught about correct technique and posture, as the number of instructors who have this knowledge is limited. This is one of the reasons we launched Go Row Indoor. A key part of this programme is educating exercise professionals and gym-goers in the correct technique to help them get the most out of indoor rowing.

Simple changes make all the difference. For example, when you get onto the machine, changing the height of the monitor to eye level and adjusting the positioning of your feet helps you improve posture, sit more comfortably and get a good starting position.

During the rowing stroke, the focus should be on your legs, not arms, and it’s also important to guide the handle to the bottom rib and maintain a straight back.

**It’s a tough CV workout, which can put less fit people off. What can we do about this?**

Again, I think this is largely down to a lack of education. People aren’t taught the basics of how to use a rowing machine or what a good workout looks like, so they tend to jump on the machine and go hell for leather for a short period of time.

Indoor rowing can actually be really easily tailored to an individual’s objectives and fitness levels. It’s the same as when you start running – you want to start slowly, focus on technique and gradually build your pace and distance. Beginners wouldn’t sprint straight away or run a half-marathon. It’s no different with rowing.

**Tell us about Go Row Indoor**

We would love all indoor rowers to also have the opportunity to try rowing on the water, but we know this isn’t always possible.
The physical benefits of indoor and outdoor rowing are “exactly the same”

possible. Go Row Indoor therefore focuses purely on the fitness market, with two key aims: to improve the quality of the indoor rowing experience, and to increase participation by making it more accessible.

Our research shows that gym-goers lack confidence regarding rowing technique, and that this is a key barrier to their participation and enjoyment of indoor rowing. Educating fitness professionals in good technique, the benefits of indoor rowing and how to achieve an effective, efficient and enjoyable workout therefore lie at the heart of the programme.

We’ve just developed new class models for gym and studio, which are accredited by REPs and require trainers to be a minimum Level 2 fitness instructor; we’ve appointed five master trainers to deliver tailored training programmes to operators. We’re also developing other products to support those taking up indoor rowing, including a new website, tracker app and challenge-focused apps, training plans and events.

We want to encourage PTs and other exercise professionals to use the rowing machines in their gyms, whether as part of inductions, within bespoke client training programmes, or in the form of group classes.

How can gyms offer group exercise classes in rowing?
We’ve combined our world-leading knowledge of rowing with learnings from the boutique indoor rowing class market in New York to create a unique UK offering. This includes specially designed group classes.

The 45-minute studio format is set to music and combines rowing with circuit-based exercises. The 20- and 30-minute formats are HIIT style classes, requiring six to eight machines, which can be delivered on the gym floor without having to move the rowing machines.

All the classes have been designed to offer a fun and social workout, providing a more engaging indoor rowing experience.

You’ve already done a pilot with Pure Gym. How did this go?
Last year, we trained around 10 of Pure Gym’s London-based instructors, and a number of their sites are now piloting the classes. The feedback has been very positive, with good attendance levels, and we’ve used all feedback to further refine our training.

Going forward, all instructors who attend our workshops will continue to receive updated information on the programme, including new workouts and class models, as well as other resources such as workout videos and training plans. Operators will also be able to access branded materials to support the marketing of their indoor rowing activities.

For more information, visit www.britishrowing.org/indoor-rowing
The changing room is where members begin and finish their sessions, and as such is the perfect place for clubs to make a lasting impact. Steph Eaves takes a look at some of the most inspiring changing room designs from around the world.

JUST MOTIVATION

CLUB: NIKE STUDIO BEIJING, CHINA
DESIGNER: COORDINATION ASIA
SUPPLIER: VARIOUS SUPPLIERS

Tilman Thürmer, Coordination Asia founder
We searched for ways to translate the workout studios and locker room into an environment that felt motivating and gave sensations of infinity. The existing sleek and clean atmosphere of the interior was exaggerated by making the gallery feel icy and cool. However, the overall atmosphere is uplifting and engaging.

“There are references to traditional track and field elements, seen in linear structures, which are installed as a series of rows. The surrounding areas have a sporty aesthetic, with low slung benches. In case people need further motivation, the walls are dotted with portraits of famous athletes and bold graphics with words emblazoned such as, ‘Don’t dream of it, train for it.’
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EMOTIVE LIGHTING

CLUB: BOXING+ WELLNESS CENTRE, TAIWAN
DESIGNER: MW DESIGN AND CHUBIC
LIGHTING CONSULTANT
SUPPLIER: SORAA

Penny Chu, Boxing+ Wellness Centre manager
“The Boxing+ changing rooms have been designed for low-key elegance plus functionality and comfort. Each zone of the club has its own dedicated lighting design, creating a particular experience for members.

“In contrast to the spotlights used to generate blood-pumping, theatrical effects for members sparring in the boxing ring, lights in the non-workout areas are softer, for a calming effect. As members move into the changing areas, the intense emotions caused by boxing are replaced with relaxation.”

INDUSTRIAL LUXE

CLUB: 1REBEL, UK
DESIGNER: C102 ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
SUPPLIER: CRAFTSMAN LOCKERS

Philip Lawrence, Craftsman Lockers group managing director
“The club was designed to provide an industrial luxe ambience with a balance of beauty and function, and layouts that inspire and motivate. The changing facilities are like nothing seen before. Lockers are surfaced in copper and silver, to result in a real ‘wow’ factor.”
A TOUCH OF GLAMOUR

CLUB: L’USINE, BELGIUM
SUPPLIER: FIT INTERIORS, PROVIDED BY GYMKIT UK

*Kimberley Beavis, Gymkit UK interiors brand manager*

“Every room is designed to create an impact, from lacquered glass-fronted lockers and warm LED tops and skirting boards, to Broadway-style vanities with protruding light bulbs. The patchwork doors are in the club’s colours.”

MATERIAL WORLD

CLUB: HARD CANDY FITNESS, ITALY
OPERATOR: NEW EVOLUTION VENTURES
SUPPLIER: FIT INTERIORS, PROVIDED BY GYMKIT UK

*Kimberley Beavis, Gymkit UK interiors brand manager*

“Madonna, one of the world’s most well-known pop stars, combines her passion for fitness with her signature style. Designed for a ‘Victorian punk’ atmosphere, this club is full of interesting ideas, creative lighting and distinctive colour. Changing areas utilise luxurious baroque touches juxtaposed against a harsh, industrial backdrop.”

URBAN AMBIANCE

CLUB: BXR LONDON, UK
DESIGNER: RIK WEBB AT STUDIO WEBB
SUPPLIER: RIDGEWAY FURNITURE

*John Dibble, Ridgeway Furniture sales manager*

“The changing rooms have a sumptuous feel, but at the same time the finishes were chosen to tie in with the urban warehouse feel that has been created within the club, along the lines of a typical rough and raw old fashioned style boxing gym.”
CREATING UNIQUELY STYLISH GYM CHANGING ROOM FACILITIES

“Sleek, beautiful and stylish lockers - produced in no time for us! Changing facilities worthy of a champion”
Olia Sardarova, Managing Director, BXR London

Ridgeway are specialists in design, manufacture and installation of bespoke changing room furniture.

Our talented team of craftsmen are proud to have worked with many of the finest gyms in the world, and our installations have earned us a reputation for quality, reliability, consistency, service and style.

To enhance your changing rooms, get in touch with us today

0870 420 7818
sales@ridgewayfm.com

www.ridgewayfm.com

SPORTS LOCKERS | UPHOLSTERED BENCHES | WASHROOM CUBICLES | VANITY UNITS | RECEPTION DESKS
Metabolic assessment is still a niche concept, but David Barton has integrated it into his New York health club and believes it’s the only way for predictable and sustainable weight loss. Kath Hudson finds out more.

Veteran fitness entrepreneur David Barton was an early adopter of metabolic intervention and has been using it for years, getting actors into shape for roles, as well as helping people who had previously tried and failed for years to lose successfully weight.

“Most people join health clubs because they want to change the way they look and change their body composition, but they don’t understand the science behind fat loss. It’s not as simple as calories in/calories out,” he says.

Barton – previously the founder of David Barton Gyms in the US – launched his latest health club concept, TMPL, in New York a year ago. The concept of metabolic assessment is central to Barton’s new brand.

“I believe metabolic assessment is the only way to predictably change body composition,” he says.

“People may, by luck, hit on the right formula, but exercise and diet alone will soon become obsolete – you have to have data and information.

“Metabolic assessment is smart, it’s the future and it’s the Holy Grail of our business. So many people go to a health club wanting to lose body fat, and at TMPL, we deliver on our promise and give people tangible results.”

“In New York, I see a lot of hormonal imbalances which have come about through stress and lack of sleep, and these impact body composition,” he adds.

“This can all be corrected though, and it’s easier than people realise to change body composition. By resetting and correcting the metabolic issue, we often get quick fixes with immediate results.”

TMPL’s success rate sounds impressive: it’s not uncommon for clients to lose 40lbs in eight weeks and many lose 20lbs in a month. Some have dropped 14lbs of fat in two weeks. “When they’re getting a quick outcome, they’re motivated to continue.”

One success story was a very overweight 40-year-old man, with 53 per cent body fat, who didn’t believe he could ever change. In five months, he lost 80lbs of fat and gained 20lbs of muscle, while his body fat content dropped to 15 per cent.

CORRECTING THE METABOLISM

In order to establish an individual’s metabolic type, TMPL uses a detailed questionnaire made up of 180 questions about an individual’s sleep patterns, appetite, food cravings and the like. An algorithm is then used to determine the metabolic type and establish the necessary actions to correct the abnormalities that are stopping the body from achieving peak function.

STRESS vs WEIGHT LOSS

Barton explains that a lot of people are getting fatter, despite working out and eating well, because of chemical imbalances in their bodies. For example, they might be producing too much cortisol because they’re stressed, which in turn drives the adrenal glands beyond capacity.

There’s enormous demand for better ways to change body composition, and people will start to use data and scientific information to do so – David Barton
“We analyse the person’s body chemistry,” says Barton. “Then we give them a combination of diet, exercise and supplements to correct the metabolism. Sometimes less working out can have a better result. We need to make sure we preserve muscle while reducing fat, because if you lose lean tissue your metabolism may be compromised.”

Barton adds that the programmes aren’t overly prescriptive. “We always work with our clients to draw up a plan that will suit them and fit in with their lifestyle,” he says. “We won’t tell a vegetarian to eat meat, but will look at where they can get extra protein. And if someone has a job that’s socially demanding, we can work with them to allow two days in the week when they’re allowed to drink.”

FITNESS GETS SMART

Currently around half of TMPL’s one-to-one PT clients are on the metabolic assessment programme. Typically, they train three times a week with a PT and see a metabolic specialist once every two weeks, to measure their body composition and do 3D imaging.

It’s a good revenue stream for the club. Membership costs US$150 a month; PT is US$100 an hour and the eight-week metabolic typing programme costs US$1,000. For this, club members not only have the chance to quickly change their body composition, but they’re also given the right knowledge and tools to keep them healthy and slim for the rest of their lives.

Barton says demand is currently outstripping supply. However, going forward he wants to integrate metabolic typing into the membership model, so it becomes part of the standard onboarding. He’s also working on a model that he plans to make available to other gyms, as he firmly believes metabolic assessment is set to hit the mainstream. “There’s enormous demand for better ways to change body composition, and people will start to use data and scientific information to do so. The science is available and there’s no reason why metabolic assessment wouldn’t become the rule rather than the exception.

“Everything is getting smarter, so the health club industry has to as well. This is the obvious step forward for the health club business.”

WHAT IS METABOLIC ASSESSMENT?

Introduced by American dentist William Donald Kelley in the 1960s, metabolic assessment is all about choosing a diet based on the activity of one’s sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems.

Two main factors affect your metabolic type: rate of oxidation – which is how fast or slow you convert your food into energy – and the autonomic nervous system, which is the master regulator of your metabolism. Off the back of this, there are six different metabolic types, including slow oxidiser, fast oxidiser and so on.

Once individuals learn about their body type, they can work with a nutritionist to find the ideal diet that will bring their body into balance and improve overall health.

Hannah Richards is a nutrition and lifestyle coach based in London, UK, who uses metabolic assessment with some of her clients. She says: “Each person has a unique metabolism: the nutrients that are appropriate for one person may be inappropriate for a second, and detrimental for a third. Metabolic typing is basically a blueprint for good health, where you can achieve physical, emotional and chemical balance.”

Richards is a lifestyle coach
What’s it like being an independent trust in this challenging financial climate?
What are these trusts doing to ensure their facilities survive and thrive?
Vicky Kiernander talks to three independent leisure trusts to find out

NEIL WEST
CEO, ACTIVE LIFE

Active Life was established in 2002 to operate Canterbury City Council’s five indoor leisure centres. We now operate six facilities and extensive health promotion and sports development programmes. We have a board of 12 and it’s essential in my view that the majority of trustees are regular users of the facilities, passionate about the value of the service and committed to the staff who deliver it.

We’ve generated significant financial returns from commercial activity, which we use to subsidise a large swathe of activity for even greater social returns, such as supporting girls and women back into netball, primary school activities for children and their families, walking football, teen gym sessions, dance mats and roller skating within secondary schools. We also offer a heavily subsidised price concession scheme for those on low incomes, to the point that 20 per cent of our total admissions are now from these customers.

We’ve formed partnerships with many local groups, including homeless charity Porchlight, to use physical activity to improve a range of social outcomes.

From a business perspective, I’m most proud of our survival through some extremely challenging years given the absence of any contribution from the NNDR and VAT savings made by the council at transfer.

Our significant investment in fitness facilities and programmes generates returns at the top end of metrics nationally and on the only occasion we entered a national awards scheme, we won the local authority/leisure trust gym of the year and were runner-up in the health promotion category. Our ‘gentle gym’ – which offers motorised equipment – shows an understanding of, and commitment to satisfying, the needs of the community. This is a must in a local authority facility, yet is sometimes overlooked as venues try to keep up with the private sector.

I believe our greatest success has been the gradual evolution from an in-house contracting organisation to one with a community feel and personality, created by the staff and trustees who have a sense of ownership and pride in delivering a worthwhile service. This can’t be identified merely by looking at balance sheets. It’s something that comes across to our customers and visitors through the ambience and culture of the organisation – something that has been verified by various performance indicators, net promoter scores and surveys.

The service could be operated for less by a larger organisation – indeed, it may yet have to be in this financial climate – but the trick will be to protect local focus and relationships rather than creating a shell service with no heart or soul.

Financial returns from commercial activity are used to subsidise activities for even greater social returns – Neil West
Formed in 2013 and trading as tmactive, we operate three leisure centres and a golf course. We’re monitored by the local authority, but we also use Quest to ensure quality of service; two of our sites are in an elite band of 16 sites nationally that hold the outstanding mark. The transition to trust status was challenging. Ensuring the financial stability of the trust was the priority, but we had to balance that with providing quality of service. We also had to change from a public sector ethos to a commercial operation with a conscience.

The composition and work of our board is vital to our success. Board members are local people and in many instances users of our facilities. They are embedded in the community and want to see our facilities survive and thrive. Under their guidance, we have the freedom to innovate and manage our facilities in the most productive way.

As a trust with a single focus, we can respond quicker to gaps in resources and provision; the local authority is a bigger PDFKLQHZLWKORWVRIGLʞHUHQWUROHV

Over the last four years, we’ve reduced our subsidy and anticipate future capital reserves and already invested approximately £200,000 in services. We expect to invest a further £1.5m over the next five years. We’ve also grown our income by around 15 per cent without any significant price increases.

At the same time, we’ve developed an arm of our activity that focuses on community health: our community fund awards grants to local physical activity projects; we’ve employed a senior manager and a co-ordinator for health and wellbeing; and we’ve developed partnerships with organisations such as MIND, the Dementia Society, Alzheimer’s Society, disability groups and housing trusts to improve the local health profile.

Our staff are the cornerstone of what we do. We’re keen to be the employer of choice for local people. This year we’re investing in significant customer experience training and are also running NPLQ training for local sports students, giving them skills for employment.

It would have been very difficult to achieve any of this had we stayed under council control. Local authorities are facing significant cuts and we could have fallen victim to those cuts. But because of the investment we’ve been able to make, we’ve seen growth in staff, customers and investment in our sites. The council should be applauded for putting its leisure services into trust; they recognised the winds of change and took appropriate action to protect and develop these vital services.

Board members are local people, embedded in the community, who want to see our facilities survive and thrive – Martin Guyton
DUNCAN KERR  
CEO, WAVE LEISURE TRUST

Wave was formed in 2006 as a registered charitable company limited by guarantee, and a social enterprise. Its purpose: to inspire active lifestyles. Its vision: to be at the heart of the improvement of health and wellbeing in the community. We also have a key role to play in building a sense of community and social cohesion.

The trust manages nine facilities on behalf of Lewes District Council, East Sussex County Council and in partnership with Seaford Head Primary School, Ringmer Academy and Priory School.

Irrespective of competitors, recognising that customers have a choice drives us to keep the quality of our service high. We’ve built a management team around our core business objectives, so there’s a strong connection between our purpose and vision and what we do on a day-to-day basis. By reducing layers of management, we’ve brought senior managers closer to front-line staff and the customer, which is key to understanding how we can have greater impact in our community.

Our committed trustees and good governance are also pivotal to our success and we invest considerable time in the recruitment process. Ensuring relevant skills and experience are drawn from the local community is key to our focus on local service provision.

Although we’re an independent trust, we also value and recognise the importance of the relationship between us and Lewes District Council. True partnership is based on respect and we must work to achieve our partner’s goals and priorities as much as our own.

We understand the importance of working in our wider community and continually develop, manage and deliver a range of quality facilities and outreach initiatives. We’ve made a significant investment in creating a dedicated community engagement team, for example, who run outreach initiatives and engage people in activity.

And we’ve enjoyed many achievements, including winning Quest’s Top Performing Facility in the UK for two successive years; winning Best Employer at the Lewes Business Awards 2016; and the fact that we continue to re-invest and thrive despite a challenging financial environment.

However, these achievements must be put into context against our purpose and vision, which relate directly to our impact in the local community, and to our priorities as defined by Lewes District Council. For example, winning Best Employer: our team comes from our local community, so by investing in our staff we’re actually investing in our community. Every member of our team has a voice, and we want that voice to positively promote Wave within the community.

We also provide an annual Community Fund of £3,000, which has so far awarded £28,420 in grants to 137 successful applicants. These awards provide funding for a range of things, including team kit, NGB subscriptions, travel expenses and equipment. It’s another way we’re able to reinvest in our community.

Irrespective of competitors, recognising that customers have a choice drives us to keep service quality high – Duncan Kerr

Wave has invested heavily in a dedicated community engagement team

Wave aims to be at the very heart of community health improvement
ASHBOURNE MANAGEMENT SERVICES LTD

THE COMPLETE DIRECT DEBIT & SOFTWARE SOLUTION FOR YOUR GYM, HEALTH CLUB OR LEISURE CENTRE

ENTRY ACCESS CONTROL  ALL-INCLUSIVE MEMBERSHIP  ONLINE SIGN-UP  DATA DASHBOARD  ONLINE TIMETABLE BOOKING  MOBILE CLUB APP  DIRECT DEBIT COLLECTION

NEW! SCHEDULER FACILITY & STAFF SCHEDULING

ALL FOR ONE SMALL FIXED FEE PER DD PER MONTH

WWW.ASHBOURNE-MEMBERSHIPS.CO.UK
0871 271 2088

The Rules of Business

HAVE CHANGED

Fitness is going MOBILE

www.netpulse.com  |  +44 (0) 1372 253425

Get your Club Mobile App at NETPULSE.COM
Say hello to TufNut™

Tyre training with a twist

There’s six sides to this innovative story. In fact, it’s just the right shape to help your members get into the right shape. TufNut™ gives you all the challenges of a tyre with all the control you want. Various weights are available – so you can jump, flip, roll, lift, push and pull until your heart and muscles are content.

www.jordanfitness.com
How far up the political agenda has the physical activity sector progressed in recent years? A heck of a long way, according to sports minister Tracey Crouch. At the recent ukactive Parliamentary Reception, the MP for Chatham and Aylesford noted that “partnerships like those with ukactive and the wider physical activity sector have a major role to play in supporting the government to deliver a healthier nation”.

We have an awfully long way to go before we can say we’ve truly turned the tide on our physical activity epidemic, but we’re heading in the right direction. The reception brought ukactive members and partners together with nearly 50 leading parliamentarians for a valuable evening of networking and discussion.

Our sector has a crucial role to play in helping the government to deliver on its core agenda of creating a healthier, more productive nation. We know that physical inactivity costs the economy £20bn per year, while the majority of Britain’s 131 million annual sick days are due to back, neck and muscle pain, which can largely be avoided through regular movement and strength exercises.

BEST POSSIBLE USE
Many of these problems start in the playground, so it’s hugely encouraging that the government has recently pledged to ring-fence £415m of funding from the Soft Drinks Industry Levy to promote activity and healthy eating in schools. However, we believe this money will have a limited impact unless schools adopt fitness measurements nationwide. The ukactive public affairs team has been working to build cross-party consensus behind this flagship policy objective.

In fact, the team has held meetings with more than 50 senior parliamentary members over the past year, growing support for pro-physical activity policies and a £1bn capital investment in our country’s leisure stock. These endeavours have also led to dozens of activity-focused questions being asked in the House of Commons and I’m confident that our unrelenting efforts will soon be rewarded with a significant breakthrough.

FIGHTING FOR FITNESS
Physical activity’s growing standing in Westminster leaves much room for optimism, but the Spring Budget was a sobering reminder that there are many battles ahead. Chancellor Philip Hammond confirmed that sport and physical activity will be omitted from the 15 core employment pathways as part of the new Post-16 Skills Plan for vocational and technical education recommended by the Sainsbury Review. This glaring omission drastically underestimates the importance of our sector to the future of UK PLC.

By failing to provide a clear career pathway into the physical activity sector for young people, the government risks weakening the workforce at a time when it’s never been needed more. The physical activity and sport sector employs over 500,000 people and holds the key to some of the biggest societal challenges that we face today. We’re winning some friends in Westminster, but we must strive to win many more hearts and minds.

We have an awfully long way to go before we can say we have truly turned the tide on our physical activity epidemic.
Nearly 12,000 fitness industry professionals from 80 countries were in Los Angeles from 8 to 11 March to attend IHRSA 2017, the International Health, Racquet & Sportsclub Association’s 36th Annual International Convention and Trade Show. During four huge days, these attendees experienced the latest equipment and technology from 376 exhibitors, listened to industry experts speak and participated in networking and social events.

Each of the four days was highlighted by an inspiring keynote presentation. To kick off IHRSA 2017, Seth Mattison spoke about the interaction of workplace trends, generational dynamics and leadership strategies. On Thursday morning, Martin Lindstrom – author, change agent and brand futurist – presented ‘Forget big data, small data defines the future’.

On Friday, attendees were prompted to think outside the box by entrepreneur Johnny ‘Cupcakes’ Earle, founder of the Johnny Cupcakes t-shirt brand. And on the final day of the convention, Soraya Darabi, co-founder of Zady, gave attendees a unique insight into how they could successfully create their own customised engagement plan to keep members coming back for more.

In addition to these inspiring keynote speakers, there were more than 150 educational, exercise and networking sessions on offer, many simultaneously translated into Chinese (sponsored by ChinaFit), French, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish. International attendees convened at the annual Planet IHRSA networking reception and in the event’s International Lounge.

‘Technology’ was a buzzword heard many times throughout the event. It has been deemed so important for the success of the industry that in September 2016, IHRSA chair Rasmus Ingerslev announced the formation of IHRSA’s Innovation and Technology Advisory Council as a means to help identify important technology-related issues and trends. The diverse group of individuals representing operator, supplier and technology companies met for the first time on March 10, during IHRSA 2017.

“The goal is to gather the smartest minds from in and around our industry in order to ensure that all IHRSA members are ‘in the know’ in regards to how technology will impact our industry,” said Ingerslev.

“One issue that all council members agreed upon during the meeting is that there seems to be a wide knowledge gap amongst club operators in the industry. Therefore, one of the immediate goals of the council will be to help IHRSA provide information and education to club operators to aid them in making sound innovation and technology decisions.”

“Consumers are in control – brands need to stop interrupting with bad technology and trying to sell unwanted products or services and instead start having smart conversations and start listening,” added David Minton, director of LeisureDB. At the IHRSA European Congress in London in October, LeisureDB will be presenting its data analysis platform and the historical

Kristen Walsh, IHRSA’s associate publisher, looks back at the highlights of the association’s recent convention and trade show in Los Angeles.
trends from the company’s annual State of the UK Fitness Industry Report and live monitoring of the industry from its Social Media Fitness Index.

AWARD RECIPIENTS
Three industry leaders were recognised during IHRSA 2017 for their commitment to the industry and for serving their local communities. The Outstanding Community Service Award was presented to FITNESS SF of Corte Madera, California; the Julie Main Scholarship was presented to Ellen Latham, MS, co-founder and partner of Orangetheory Fitness; and the Associate Member of the Year went to TRX.

IHRSA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
It was announced during IHRSA 2017 that Derek Gallup, executive vice president of fitness for New Evolution Ventures, will begin his term as IHRSA’s 2017–2018 chairperson on 1 July 2017.

“I am honoured to represent the fitness industry as the IHRSA chair for 2017–2018,” said Gallup. “Our goal will be to lead the way in reversing the physical inactivity epidemic through high visibility and active leadership in our communities, at the IHRSA convention and other fitness gatherings around the world. We will innovate through cutting edge technology and attract millennials as IHRSA members and fitness customers.”

Gallup will take over the position from chair Rasmus Ingerslev, who will serve an additional year on the board as ex-officio.

BASH FOR AUGIE’S QUEST
Another highlight of IHRSA 2017 was the 12th Annual Bash for Augie’s Quest, which raised nearly US$3.5m in funds to fight ALS (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis). An incredible US$2.08m of this was raised by Orangetheory Fitness, which was presented with the 2017 Augie’s Quest Leadership Award. The company’s inaugural #IBurn4ALS campaign, lasting just two weeks via 620 of its popular locations, resulted in both the largest in-club fundraiser to date and largest single-year campaign ever for the organisation.

Augie’s Quest to Cure ALS is the challenge the fitness industry dared to accept, raising more than US$35m since its inception. Every dollar raised via the industry directly benefits Augie’s Quest, the ALS research initiative led by founder of Life Fitness Augie Nieto and his wife Lynne Nieto on behalf of the ALS Therapy Development Institute (ALS TDI) in Cambridge, Massachusetts. ALS TDI is the world’s first non-profit biotech organisation, with more than 30 scientists focused on finding a cure for ALS.

IHRSA 2018
Online registration is already open for IHRSA 2018, which is set for 21–24 March in sunny San Diego, California. For details visit ihrsa.org/convention

ABOUT IHRSA
Founded in 1981, IHRSA – the International Health, Racquet & Sportsclub Association – is the only global trade association, representing more than 10,000 health and fitness facilities and suppliers worldwide. Locate an IHRSA club at www.healthclubs.com

To learn how IHRSA can help your business thrive, visit www.ihrsa.org

US$35m has been raised for Cure ALS
I’ve used EMS Training in professional sports since 2009. Through my work at Müller-Wohlfahrt Orthopaedic Centre in Munich I dealt with professional athletes from different sports every day. Over the years, EMS training has become an important part of my training both in the area of rehabilitation after injury and strength & conditioning.

Often the little things are the deciding factor in winning at world championships or at the Olympics. This is why many athletes like Usain Bolt take the opportunity to use EMS training to bring them into top form. Individually dosed and adapted to the requirements of the respective sport, it can give a decisive level of advantage. From my long-term experience in strength & conditioning with professional athletes I can recommend EMS training for increasing performance and giving the athlete the extra boost that could make a difference in their results.

SPORT-SPECIFIC TRAINING

As a trainer, it’s your job to make athletes better at their sport by improving their condition and cognitive skills. For that purpose, strength training is done with sports equipment and the accompanying exercises in order to make it even more beneficial for the athlete.

Similarly, EMS training can be transferred to sport-specific movements and simultaneously have a positive influence on strength development. Using EMS during sport-specific movements can increase intra- and inter-muscular coordination, and therefore enhance performance. At this level, this can give a definitive advantage for the athlete.

EMS can be easily integrated into the weekly training routine at any stage of preparation for competitions.

Maximum and explosive strength can both be increased through higher muscle activity and improved movement speed. This is done by activating the fast-twitch fibres first, developing movement speed and explosiveness. In principle, it can work with the same programmes as those used for conventional strengthening.

It’s important to ensure that the settings and intensity can be adapted to the training goals – if the goal is to move fluidly and without disruption, then you should choose a longer pulse rise or even continuous current.

Recovery plays an important role in every athlete’s life and reducing recovery times by increasing blood flow after an intense training, combined with other techniques can greatly benefit the athlete’s performance.
WHAT EFFECTS OF EMS TRAINING HAVE BEEN PROVEN IN STUDIES AND ARE RELEVANT FOR COMPETITIVE SPORTS?

In addition to the proven improvements in strength and muscle building, the results are particularly interesting in terms of improvements in maximum strength and high-speed strength, the important components in maximum performance:

- Whole body EMS increased the maximum performance (product of speed of movement and strength) of athletes of up to 30 per cent in sports studies.
- The long-term effects are particularly impressive: Increases in speed were recorded up to three weeks after the last training session.
- Compared to other high-speed strength methods, EMS training is the only training method that results in an increase in maximum performance – while typical high-speed strength and maximum strength methods only achieve increases during the strength units, combined with higher mechanical loads.
- The speed of the contractions in the muscles increased by an average of 22 per cent after 8 training units. The maximum performance of the abdominal muscles that are important for almost all kinds of sport can be increased by around 67 per cent.
- The explosive power of the hard-to-train core muscles was found to have been improved by up to 74 per cent.
- The CK values were used as a measurement for intensity and were approximately 40 per cent higher after whole body EMS training than in conventional training – often a crucial factor in building up muscle mass and according to many experts the sign of an effective training session.

The effects recorded up until now can be significantly increased by making appropriate changes to the training parameters. In these particular studies quite low intensities were chosen.
Industry suppliers tell *Health Club Management* about their latest health and fitness products and services

Technogym’s **Stephen Barton** reveals a more natural way to row indoors

Developed in collaboration with Olympic athletes and research institutes, Technogym’s SILLROW has been designed to improve anaerobic power, aerobic capacity and neuromuscular abilities in a single self-powered product. “SILLROW draws upon the knowledge of Olympic rowers to replicate the unique feeling of rowing on water,” says Technogym UK managing director, Stephen Barton.

“It also boasts more training possibilities thanks to multidrive technology, which provides a power mode as well as the traditional resistance settings, and offers vast connectivity options to enrich the user’s experience, including real-time biofeedback and engaging team boat races in an immersive 3D setting.”

SILLROW’s resistance follows the natural curve of the stroke in the water, closely replicating the unique feel of rowing on water. This feature, coined ‘Aquafeel’, means the resistance is gradual, creating an experience that is closer to rowing on water for professional athletes, but also significantly reducing the strain on the lower back, making it ideal for gym goers.

Users can monitor their performance data with the SILLROW app.

Reaxing’s **Gionata D’Alesio** outlines the various benefits of the new Reax Board

Reaxing has recently launched the Reax Board, a ‘smart’ floor able to reproduce and generate sudden interferences during movements.

“Reax Board destabilises any movement performed on it,” says Reaxing CEO Gionata D’Alesio. “Standard exercises become unpredictable and much more fun and effective. All muscles are activated and focus must always be kept high and steady.”

Thanks to the dedicated app, the user or PT can select the difficulty level and choose from preconfigured programmes. Some sessions are available only in the presence of a trainer, to keep intense, customised programmes safe.

Users can perform free body exercises on the board, or use it in combination with other functional tools, adding unpredictability and boosting effectiveness. The unstable surface works to improve balance and proprioception, neuromuscular efficiency and calorie burn, while reducing risk of injury.
A power sensor is bonded directly onto the resistance system to measure actual wattage.

**Justin Smith** on how Precor’s new bike accurately measures performance

Set to be released later in 2017, the Spinner Chrono is the latest addition to the Precor Spinner family of bikes. The bike is designed to eliminate the need to replace batteries in either the console or power sensor.

It also offers direct power measurement at the power source, the most accurate way to measure individual performance on an indoor cycle.

A power sensor is bonded directly onto the resistance system to measure actual wattage, providing high accuracy and durability without using batteries. A new console supports Precor’s SpinPOWER programming and is network capable using Bluetooth and ANT+.

The Spinner Chrono Power also includes a patent-pending magnetic resistance system designed to more evenly apply resistance as the rider adjusts the resistance knobs. This will prevent abrupt jumps in resistance from one turn of the knob to the next – a common issue with other indoor cycles.

“The Spinner Chrono was created in response to the demand from Spinning enthusiasts for high accuracy power measurement,” says Justin Smith, Precor’s head of UK.

---

Matrix’s group training system offers a year’s-worth of workouts, says **Steve Barrett**

The MX4 Training System has been designed by Matrix for facilities seeking to differentiate their group training offering in a way that attracts, engages and retains more members. This new group training concept uses Matrix-exclusive equipment and original turnkey programming to address multiple aspects of fitness — cardio, power, strength and endurance — in a unique, motivating and result-driven multi-modality framework.

Matrix products like the Connexus Functional Training System, S-Drive Performance Trainer, Rower and Krankcycle can be combined in a myriad of ways to challenge members of all ability levels. Certified trainers guide members through flexible progressions to help them establish, enhance and elevate their overall fitness while building the kind of relationships and camaraderie that foster lasting loyalty.

“MX4 is unique in that it’s the only group training programme that has an entire year of workouts designed,” says Steve Barrett, Matrix’s director of group education and training. “One hundred and fifty-six pre-planned, ready-to-go group training sessions have been created for the PT, releasing them from the lengthy task of creating their own sessions.”
Over the past five years, Pulse has been developing groundbreaking new virtual reality technology in partnership with CSE Entertainment. It will initially be compatible with Pulse treadmills, with other cardio products to follow later this year. The technology will be available via the console and is also fully compatible with virtual reality headsets.

This is the first real innovation the treadmill has seen since its origin in 1818," says Chris Johnson, managing director for Pulse. "It will be a complete game-changer for the industry and help gym operators attract users that might have otherwise been completely disengaged with the traditional gym offering."

Users will be able to explore over 100 different programmes and environments such as coastal, countryside and city based locations. The software provides a 360° experience, with incline and resistance that autonomously adjusts to the terrain. Users can compete by running alongside fellow gym users or web racing globally. “Our VR equipment is the next step to providing fully immersive fitness experiences that will allow a new generation to create lifelong fitness habits,” says Johnson.

A new graphical user interface (GUI) has been developed by eGym for its strength training equipment, and is designed to enhance the training experience on eGym machines by incorporating elements of gamification.

“Our latest offering places gamification at the heart of the user experience,” says Jochen Michaelis, eGym’s managing director UK. “As a user trains on the eGym strength circuit, points are automatically accrued, awarded according to variables such as activity, duration and intensity. As points are achieved, the user moves up through the Activity Levels.” To reflect the reality of fitness, the system only takes into account the last 28 days of activity. So if a user stops or reduces their physical activity, points start to decrease.

“The Activity Levels are designed to help users keep their training on track and provide motivation to maintain or improve their level of fitness,” says Michaelis. Throughout their training, the user is made aware of the physical benefits they will receive if they continue to train at the current level. For example, the system will advise by what percentage the risk of cancer, diabetes or heart disease will be reduced or how many kilos could be lost per year.

Jochen Michaelis discusses eGym’s use of gamification for member motivation

Chris Johnson on how Pulse is making treadmill running more entertaining

The virtual reality treadmill is described as ‘a game-changer’
everroll® gym flooring
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everroll® Gym Flooring – high quality floors for the diverse activity areas in fitness centres. Elastic, robust, easy on joints, shock-resistant quick and simple to install and available in a wide range of colours and various thicknesses.

In fitness centres all over the world.
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How can we improve the digital fitness experience to ensure club groups remain relevant to members, both inside and outside the four walls of the gym?” asks Paul Bowman, CEO for Wexer.

“This is the first question I asked myself, and my team, when we began to brainstorm the elevation of Wexer. From our research and observations, we know that when it comes to fitness, people simply want three things: flexibility, convenience and variety.”

Wexer Virtual is designed to serve these needs inside group exercise studios, while Wexer Mobile allows operators to engage members outside of the gym. Both products deliver digital fitness experiences, but when Bowman and his team examined the member journey and subsequent digital ecosystems within large club groups they saw a new opportunity.

“It was the opportunity to use technology in a way that will attract, educate and engage a new category of members,” says Bowman. From here evolved Wexer Trainer. Designed for functional areas and gym floors, Wexer Trainer is a touch screen unit pre-loaded with an extensive library of exercises, a workout builder and virtual fitness classes.

Both machines feature an 11 per cent incline and a simple to use, magnetic resistance mechanism. Lift arms on the HIITMill X are capable of adding 200 pounds of load to enable the one-of-a-kind ‘farmer’s carry’ workout.

The HIITMill X also features a unique cushioned turf belt that simulates outdoor field workouts – allowing authentic strength, speed and sled training workouts to be practiced indoors.

John Gamble on Core Health and Fitness’ new high-intensity offering

Core Health and Fitness has added two new products, both designed to meet the growing demand for High Intensity Interval Training style workouts. The StairMaster HIITMill and HIITMill X are self-powered machines created to help users build explosive power when used in a HIIT programme. They are built to withstand the movements and forces generated by performance athletes and those who want to train like them.

“The unique design of the StairMaster HIITMill and HIITMill X delivers a resistance training platform that can create a heart pounding HIIT destination in a compact footprint,” says John Gamble, Core’s MD of UK, Europe, Middle East and Africa. HIITMill products allow users to simulate sled pushing, farmer carries and speed and agility training. Its compact design leaves more space for other types of training.

Both machines feature an 11 per cent incline and a simple to use, magnetic resistance mechanism. Lift arms on the HIITMill X are capable of adding 200 pounds of load to enable the one-of-a-kind ‘farmer’s carry’ workout.

The HIITMill X also features a unique cushioned turf belt that simulates outdoor field workouts – allowing authentic strength, speed and sled training workouts to be practiced indoors.

Paul Bowman on Wexer’s new trainer for the gym floor

Wexer Trainer is pre-loaded with a large exercise library

“The unique design of the StairMaster HIITMill and HIITMill X delivers a resistance training platform that can create a heart pounding HIIT destination in a compact footprint,” says John Gamble, Core’s MD of UK, Europe, Middle East and Africa. HIITMill products allow users to simulate sled pushing, farmer carries and speed and agility training. Its compact design leaves more space for other types of training.

Both machines feature an 11 per cent incline and a simple to use, magnetic resistance mechanism. Lift arms on the HIITMill X are capable of adding 200 pounds of load to enable the one-of-a-kind ‘farmer’s carry’ workout.

The HIITMill X also features a unique cushioned turf belt that simulates outdoor field workouts – allowing authentic strength, speed and sled training workouts to be practiced indoors.
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Lauren Heath-Jones rounds up the latest news on fitness studio products
For more information, log onto www.fitness-kit.net and type the company name under ‘keyword search’

In the studio

ESCAPE FITNESS GOES OCTAGONAL

Escape Fitness has released a new plyometric box to be used in multi-planar training. The PLYO360 is designed to improve lower body strength and stability through multi-directional training.

The box has an octagonal shape, which allows users to train using frontal, lateral and transverse box jumping patterns. It also has target markings on top to give users precise areas to aim for throughout training.

The box is made from rebonded foam, a foam compound made from bonded strands of polyurethane, which has a high-density to ensure that the boxes retain their structure and won’t break down over time.

The outer shell is made from G-Tech PVC with anti-slip panels on the top and bottom to keep the box stable when it is in use. It also features patented velcro locking pads, which have been designed to securely connect the box to other jump boxes.

Ritchie Januszek, head of product integration at Escape Fitness, said: “With plyometrics becoming increasingly popular across all user groups we wanted to add an extra dimension, and the answer was to deliver a tool for genuine multi-planar moves. “The product is certainly delivering, because everyone who uses the PLYO360 quickly finds ways to unlock the potential and get more than ever from plyometric workouts.”

BALANCED BODY GOES FULL CIRCLE

Balanced Body has released the Ultra-Fit Circle Mini, a smaller version of its Ultra-Fit Circle. Ultra-Fit Circles are designed to add resistance to pilates workouts. The Mini offers lighter resistance than the original model, making it ideal for beginners.

It measures 12 inches in diameter and is made from flexible plastic encased in a soft rubberised shell. It features padded handles on both the inside and outside of the ring, that are designed to offer ‘superior’ comfort and support. Its smaller diameter makes it more suited to those with smaller body types and is designed to be used in lower body workouts to align the legs and hips.

The Ultra-Fit Circle Mini can be used in classes and at home, and is available as a retail line for gyms and health clubs.

Ken Endelman, CEO at Balanced Body, said: “The Ultra-Fit Circle Mini is perfect for smaller body types and beginners. It also provides an additional revenue stream for clubs as it has been attractively packaged for retail.”
SUSPENSION TRAINING FROM CRANKIT FITNESS

Australian fitness brand CrankIt Fitness has signed a distribution deal with D2F Fitness, which will see its CrankIt Suspension Training Straps introduced to the UK market.

The straps are designed to bear loads of up to 1,000kg and are made from industrial strength webbing sewn together with bonded nylon thread. They have easy-to-clean handles made from durable, textured rubber designed to improve grip.

The straps also feature a built-in door anchor designed to ensure safe and stable training, and quick clip carabiners that allow for easy and customisable assembly. CrankIt also supplies an education package with the suspension straps, to educate personal trainers so that they and their clients get the most out of the straps.

Owen Bowling, founder and CEO of CrankIt Fitness, said: “When operators invest in our equipment, we provide access to free online training for all their gym staff. This removes a huge CPD cost for the operator and gives CrankIt Fitness an opportunity to truly engage with fitness professionals, helping to ensure they get the most out of the product for their clients.”

TRX: NEW FUNCTIONAL TRAINING TOOLS

A new line of functional training tools have been designed to complement TRX’s professional education programme, a movement-based curriculum with a focus on skill development.

The line features plyo boxes, conditioning ropes, training mats, foam rollers, medicine/slam balls, kettlebells and resistance bands.

Available in a variety of different weights, sizes and resistances, the products are designed to be portable and versatile, while also durable enough to withstand high-volume usage.

The plyo boxes are made from soft foam to eliminate the risk of injury while in use. The condition ropes are designed to build core and upper body strength and burn fat.

The foam roller is made from expanded polypropylene foam that is designed to facilitate deep-tissue massage to aid recovery.

Paul Zadoff, president at TRX, said: “The development of this line of functional training tools is a natural progression for TRX. We have long incorporated them in classes and they play key roles in our professional education curriculum.”
Queenax™ is the only functional training system that can transition from personal to circuit to group training in minutes. A wide variety of accessories keeps the training possibilities endless. Innovative system designs to fit almost any space large or small.

GIVE YOUR MEMBERS THE VARIETY THEY SEEK

See it in action at precor.com/Queenax
03334 149774 • info@_precor.com
World record

Xcite Livingston installs the world’s largest Queenax unit

Xcite has nine gyms in total and is the biggest fitness provider in the West Lothian area. In response to the growing trend for suspension and functional training, and with three other Queenax units already proving popular in its Bathgate, Craigwood and Linlithgow gyms, Xcite installed the world’s largest Queenax unit in its Livingston venue – a 15.5 metre-long X4 1500 Bridge.

The main objective was to maximise use of the fitness studio, where the Queenax is situated, without diminishing floor space, as well as to provide versatile training options and offer new classes to its customers while creating a ‘buzz’ on the gym floor.

A recent gym refurbishment created direct access from the gym floor to the existing fitness studio that now showcases the Queenax Bridge. The unit spans the total length of the studio wall, which meant that no gym equipment had to be removed.

NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Installing the Queenax has resulted in the addition of 32 new workout stations, multifaceted training options, countless new classes and the opportunity for Xcite Livingston to hold group exercise sessions. When not in use, the training accessories can be removed and stored on the rig in seconds, providing an empty studio for other classes and activities.

Robert Taylor, manager at Xcite Livingston says: “The Xcite team is hyped to have the biggest Queenax unit in the world. We wanted to be able to give everyone the chance to use this great new piece of kit on a regular basis, as well as using it for timetabled classes. By creating access from the gym to the fitness studio, customers have easy access to it and it basically doubles our gym space. “The Queenax Bridge offers a range of new exercise and training options and will help us keep workouts fresh, no matter a person’s fitness ability. We’re looking forward to introducing new, innovative fitness classes.”

INCREASING POPULARITY

Within weeks of installing the Queenax, Xcite Livingston saw a six per cent increase in class attendances. With new classes such as aerial yoga, a new timetable and new accessories like UFO boards about to be introduced, the team expects this to rise even further.

The team at Xcite Livingston completed a two-day training session with a Precor master coach to enable them to lead Queenax classes and prepare a successful gym floor programme using the Queenax. The staff are now qualified to give advice to customers on how to use the unit effectively and can dynamically engage with them about the different exercises available to help them achieve their fitness goals.

“Reconfiguring the facility’s layout to create an open functional training area for the Queenax Bridge system in the fitness studio was a genius idea,” says Justin Smith, head of UK at Precor.

“Xcite Livingston can now offer specialised sessions and a whole range of new classes using the Queenax, improving their customer experience and giving them a competitive edge over other gyms in the area.”

www.precor.com

Reconfiguring the layout to create an open functional training area for the Queenax Bridge system was a genius idea – Justin Smith, Precor
Elevate your facility and inspire your members with Wattbike Zone Graphics. Designed by our in-house team, the graphics will revolutionise any space and provide a unique training experience.

Contact our sales team today on 0115 9455450 or sales@wattbike.com and make Wattbike the heart of the workout.
Hit the bikes

Wattbike kits out BXR, the UK’s new state-of-the-art boutique boxing gym

The first branch of BXR, a new, high-end boxing-themed gym, which recently launched its exciting new concept on Chiltern Street, Marylebone in January 2017 has chosen Wattbike to be included in its kit.

The focal point of the 12,000 sq ft unit, which spans ground and basement levels, is a professional-sized boxing ring. In addition, three large group exercise studios are dedicated to technique, cardio and strength and conditioning. The site, which is supported by British IBF world heavyweight champion Anthony Joshua, also hosts luxury changing rooms, steam rooms and treatment areas managed by experts from The Centre for Health and Human Performance on Harley Street.

QUALITY AND CREDIBILITY

BXR founder Neil Sanyal says: “Boxing is growing in popularity, especially amongst women, partly due to the success of Nicola Adams. I recognised a gap in the market for a new, innovative and creative concept for the UK fitness market.

“As we’re not equipment heavy, I needed to ensure that any pieces we did include at BXR were best-in-class, and of the highest credibility. Each piece was carefully considered so that it reflected our ‘Train like a Champion, Recover like a Champion ethos.’”

Sanyal continues: “I consulted with industry experts and Wattbike stood out ahead of other competitors. Their long-standing history in elite sport, popularity amongst boxing professionals and their grounding in sport science made them an obvious choice.”

Three Wattbikes have been installed on the top tier, overlooking the boxing ring. The bikes will be used by the UK’s best boxing and strength and conditioning coaches within cardio studio classes, for one-to-one and group personal training and for boxing-specific sessions.

HIGH IMPACT

Explaining the benefits of Wattbike training in relation to boxing, Ray Redman, regional sales manager at Wattbike, adds:

“Wattbike has a rich history within elite sport and boxing is no different. Adopted by British Boxing and chosen by Anthony Joshua, Vladimir Klitschko and numerous other world class boxers, the Wattbike provides some respite from the high impact training while allowing boxers to push themselves to their maximum intensity. BXR will provide best-in-class, authentic training and as part of this the Wattbike will be a fantastic tool for power training, explosive movements and improving stamina, as well as for cool downs, warm ups and rehabilitation purposes.

“The bikes provide accurate data and in-depth performance measures so that progressions can be tracked, something that is key for BXR’s membership of beginners through to professional boxers. We’re delighted that amateurs and enthusiasts can now train like the pros at BXR.

“We’re really excited to see this unique studio launch and we’re also very proud that Wattbike has been chosen to be a part of it.”

www.wattbike.com

The bikes provide accurate data and in-depth performance measures so that progressions can be tracked, something that is key for BXR’s membership – Ray Redman, Wattbike
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High performance

The University of Bath sports village gets a refurbishment from Matrix

Students at the University of Bath have been benefitting from the latest state-of-the-art cardiovascular, strength, resistance, studio and group training fitness equipment since a partnership with Matrix began in 2015. The partnership has gone from strength to strength, with Matrix recently giving the sports village a complete redesign and refurbishment, which was completed in September 2016.

A new-build gym extension at the sports village is now underway, which will be equipped with a Connexus functional training rig as well as other group fitness training facilities.

On opening the redesigned gym facility in September 2016, sprint and hurdling champion Colin Jackson CBE, who is an alumnus of the university, said: “I’m so jealous of the students having this amazing equipment.”

“I’ve seen what Matrix has done in the past — the equipment is really at the top end. They talk to elite-level athletes about the practical side of training, then develop equipment that meets those needs.

“That also means the general public gets a massive benefit too.”

“Having a reputation for high performance sport, our customers are very demanding when it comes to the equipment provided.”

— Miles Peyton, University of Bath

Expect the Unexpected

Miles Peyton, sales manager at the University of Bath, says that from the outset the university was looking for a partnership that was more meaningful than just great fitness equipment.

“Having a reputation for high performance sport, our customer groups are very demanding when it comes to the fitness equipment provided.

“Fundamentally they want machines that are robust and able to deliver, and that can cope with the physical pounding and intensity of their training.

“Matrix demonstrated a real desire to work with us, get under our skin and deliver outstanding service whilst providing great added value activities.”

Through an enlightening host of connected solutions, Matrix has equipped the university with a bespoke app, which has been a great way for students and members to track how busy the gym is, book group exercise classes effortlessly and track their physical activity during fitness challenges. It also allows the university to communicate with members via push notifications.

Part of the Team

In addition to providing premium quality fitness equipment and connected solutions, Matrix continues to support Team Bath’s strong cohort of dual career student-athletes. The Matrix Scholarship – new in 2016-17 – has been awarded to current British Indoor Rowing champion Laura Macro, providing her with the financial backing she needs to maximise her potential.

“I have been totally blown away by Matrix’s generosity and friendly support; they have made me feel part of their team, and have provided links to high-level athletes who can provide key tips for successfully juggling high-performance sport with everyday life!”

Miles maintains that it is Matrix’s endeavours, coupled with other joint initiatives in the pipeline, that are helping the university to create and inspire the next generation of Olympic athletes.

“I have great confidence in the future of fitness at Team Bath knowing that we have Matrix by our side,” he says.

www.matrixfitness.com
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We all know exercise is good for us, but generally we think of the ways it benefits our muscles and lungs, rather than our brain. Still, it should come as no surprise that exercise – wonder drug that it is – has a positive effect on this too.

A recent study from McMaster University in Ontario, Canada has found a strong link between a sedentary lifestyle and dementia. The study followed 1,646 adults over the age of 65, none of whom had any cognitive impairment when the study began.

At the beginning of the study, all participants had their blood tested for the presence of apolipoprotein E allele, the genetic marker most strongly associated with dementia. Five years later, the team went back to see who had been diagnosed with dementia.

During the five years, 331 individuals had been diagnosed with some form of dementia. By comparing the initial blood test results with the dementia diagnoses and survey responses, the team was able to see the interactions between these factors.

**EXERCISE SOME CONTROL**

They found that those who had tested positive for the apolipoprotein E allele were twice as likely to have developed dementia during the past five years as those who did not have the allele. This confirmed the serious risk that a genetic predisposition poses.

In those without the allele, exercise was key. Individuals who reported a mostly sedentary lifestyle, with little or no exercise, were found to be twice as likely to have developed dementia as those who reported that they exercised regularly. In other words, a lack of exercise conferred the same level of dementia risk as a genetic predisposition.

The obvious difference is that one of these factors is out of our control, while the other is very much within it.

“The important message here is that being inactive may completely negate the protective effects of a healthy set of genes,” said co-author of the study Jennifer Heisz, assistant professor in the Department of Kinesiology at McMaster University.

**GET WALKING**

The researchers followed up with those who had said they exercised regularly, to find out what kind of exercise they did and how often they did it. Walking was the most popular form of exercise among these participants, with most doing it approximately three times a week.

Although further studies are needed to determine the causative factors, the body of research linking physical activity to lower dementia risk provides a convincing reason for people to get moving.

“Given that most individuals are not at genetic risk, physical exercise may be an effective prevention strategy,” said Heisz.

The next step is to discover which types of exercise provide the greatest protection against dementia. Researchers at McMaster University are currently involved in an ongoing study comparing the benefits of high-intensity interval training (HIIT) versus moderate continuous training in older adults.

Are you compliant with Millie’s Law?

As of September, all newly qualified early years staff with a level 2 or 3 childcare qualification need to hold a paediatric first aid certificate, or an emergency paediatric first aid certificate.

Let us help you achieve Millie’s Mark with our regulated Paediatric First Aid Courses

Emergency Paediatric First Aid:
+ IQL UK level 3 course
+ Covers emergency skills related to children covering a range of specific injuries and illness.

Paediatric First Aid:
+ IQL UK level 3 course
+ Covers a wide range of CPR and First Aid skills relating to children (including the Emergency Paediatric First Aid syllabus)

Both courses help meet the requirements for the Early Years and Child Care Register.

Search for your nearest course and book at rlss.org.uk/courses Find out more on 0300 3230 096 or info@iql.org.uk
INTUITIVE STRENGTH TRAINING FOR EVERY MEMBER
Training with eGym is simple, motivating and fun!

The new user interface

- Training progress can soon be tracked not only with the eGym apps but directly live on the eGym machines.
- New gamification elements ensure extra motivation.
- The new design will soon be released on all devices.

Experience eGym live at Elevate Stand 180
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